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Summer Storm 2003. For those of us who live in Memphis, we will never forget it. For those of you who do not live
in Memphis, chances are you never heard about it (unless you
have family here). It was amazing to me that the national media
did not report on the destruction, devastation, and hardship
that Memphis and its citizens experienced in July. It was even
more amazing driving through Memphis seeing the largest
trees completely uprooted, many falling through roofs and
destroying homes. There was more debris than one could ever
imagine. And this storm was not discriminating — it hit every neighborhood from
downtown Memphis to Collierville. The city looked like a war zone. A few months
later, folks are still cleaning up and fixing up.
Other than the fact that Summer Storm 2003 affected most, if not all, our
families, what does it have to do with MUS? After living in chaos for a few weeks,
the start of the school year is a welcome recurrence. After no electricity, it’s nice to
hear the bells. After a summer of MLGW repairmen, tree specialists, and the cable
guys, it’s great to see our students. After being forced to eat fast food and many
meals in restaurants, even the Dining Hall is appealing. And it’s a comfort knowing
that with the start of the school year, teaching and learning will resume, just as it has
for as long as we can remember.
I look forward to the school year. I like the routine. I like the boys. And I’m
really happy that the lights are on.
Debbie B. Lazarov
Director of Public Relations
Phone: (901) 260-1416
E-mail: dlazarov@musowls.org

L eTtERs
TO THE EDITOR
Dear Ms. Lazarov,
The spring MUS Today brought the unexpected and sad news of Mr. MacQueen’s
death. Like so many MUS graduates of the sixties through the nineties, I have vivid
memories of his unique teaching style and personality.
I enrolled in one of his first AP American history classes in 1964 and was overwhelmed with the readings and stimulated by his compelling lectures. I must confess
that I learned to write research papers — in this case the history of the Pony Express —
in his class, and the skills I acquired then carried me through undergraduate school, my
graduate degrees, and a lifetime of writing as a publishing scholar in French literature
and history.
On a less serious note, I recall fondly our good-natured musical matches with David
Morelock’s French classes next door. Whenever Mr. Morelock and his classed cranked up
with “La Marseillaise,” we would respond with a hearty “Rule Britannia.” Mr. MacQueen
also invited us to his home for discussions outside of class. I was astonished to read
that he was only 68. When you are 16 as I was at that time, you assume your teachers
are at least a generation or more older. Now that I am about to reach 55, I realize that
he was a youthful 29 then — inexperienced, perhaps, but certainly not unprepared for
the classroom. Quite the contrary. I assumed he had been teaching for years.
I would like to extend my condolences to his family for their personal loss and to
MUS on this significant loss to the educational mission and history of the school.
Sincerely yours,
John Romeiser
Professor, French Section
Department of Modern Foreign Languages & Literatures
University of Tennessee
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Headmaster’s Message
by Ellis Haguewood

Last fall I had the opportunity to teach
a survey of the Old Testament to a class of
seventh-graders. It was a good experience
for me because it allowed me to affirm my
belief that knowledge of the Bible is essential to one’s education, and it gave me an
opportunity to have a hand in introducing
these boys to the traditions and customs of
MUS. During our reading of almost all of
the narrative portions and some of the
poetry, one of the aphorisms in Proverbs
especially caught my eye: “Do not move an
ancient boundary stone set up by your
forefathers” (22.28).
Of course, in the time of the ancient
Near East, such boundary stones marked a
person’s property. To move the stone
would be to attempt to enlarge one’s
property and thus to steal from someone
else, especially the poor. Job uses the fact
that “men move boundary stones” as an
example of the problem of evil in the world
and wonders aloud why God allows such
injustice against defenseless people. The
prophets Micah, Isaiah, and Hosea use the
concrete example of moving boundary
stones as they cry out against greed,
dishonesty, and corruption
among the people of
their day.
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Ellis Haguewood with
members of his class
from last fall: (front)
Michael Cross, Daren
Freebing, (back) Mark
McLeod, Eric Sheppard,
Hunter Edens, and
Austin Beckford

I like to think, however, of the admonition “Do not move an ancient boundary
stone set up by your forefathers” in another
sense. In a symbolic way, the founders of
Memphis University School set up boundary
stones, which those who have followed have
not moved over the years and which we, too,
must not move.
One of those immovable ancient stones
is our commitment to the Honor Code and
to the development of young men of strong
moral character. Our students understand
that lying, cheating, and stealing have no
place here, and students re-pledge themselves to live within the limits of an Honor
System each year in our school-opening
Convocation. As Colonel Lynn once said,
“We try to develop character; for, in the final
analysis, if you haven’t got character, it
doesn’t really matter whether you know
mathematics or history.” After more than
30 years at MUS, I value our Honor System
more than any other MUS tradition.
Another of those ancient stones is our
commitment to academic excellence. We
must continue to recruit and retain out-

standing faculty who will build and maintain strong academic programs. Able students call for even abler teachers who know
boys and can prepare, inspire, and encourage
them. Our current faculty has an average of
20 years’ teaching experience, 13 of those
years at MUS: they are dedicated to staying
here and building something of worth and
permanence.
Another of those ancient stones is our
commitment to maintain an environment
in which students take responsibility for
their own school and in which deep nonadversarial relationships between teachers
and students and between students can
flourish. Students elected by their peers each
year maintain our Honor System, and
students elected by their peers preside at all
school assemblies. Students and teachers
enjoy an atmosphere of trust and common
mission, and close student-teacher relationships are built in the classroom, on the
playing fields, and on the stage.
Each year we examine what we do, and
we make changes to improve and enhance
this great school. I believe that a school, like
any institution, cannot stay the same: we’re
either getting better or we’re getting worse.
We must never rest in our quest for excellence in all things. But as we change and
improve, we must never move those ancient
boundary stones set up by our forefathers.
As Robinson Jeffers put it in one of his
poems, “Lend me the stone strength of
the past and I will lend you/The
wings of the future.”

Building Community:
When East Meets West
By Gaye G. Swan
Russell (Rusty) Bloodworth
Education: University of Virginia, 1968,
architecture; also studied environmental
design at Yale and did a fellowship study
in Scandinavia. Family: wife, Fran; sons
Russell ’01, a student at UVA, and
Christopher, an eighth grader at MUS;
daughters Elizabeth Mitchell, an attorney
in Birmingham, AL, and Faith Weber, a
UVA graduate student in urban planning

Henry Turley
Education: University of
Tennessee, 1963, philosophy
and history. Family: wife, Lynne

From New Urban to New Town,
Henry Turley ’59 and Rusty
Bloodworth ’63 are shaping the face of
Memphis. Though they have different
visions of development in our community,
they have the same goal — to make Memphis a better,
more diverse place to live. And thanks to their efforts,
Memphis is enriched by the choices they provide.
Henry Turley, founder and president of Henry Turley
Company, is something of a pioneer, and he expresses
admiration for what he calls the “frontier culture” of Memphis — a uniquely free culture without a great deal of
structure. It is this very freedom that has allowed him to
pursue and develop what is now known as “the new urban”
experience, exemplified by Harbor Town north of Mud
Island and South Bluffs in
downtown Memphis.
“I wanted to provide a
product to those who were
looking for an urban experience, and I knew Memphis
would be a better city if we
offered more variety,” Turley
said. “New urban is something
of a combination of what is
good in the urban form and
what is pleasing in the suburban form.
“When I was planning
Harbor Town, I struggled with
the form — should it be urban,
with street grids and tall buildings, or suburban. It was only
when I abandoned those existing forms and began to think
in a freer way about the needs
of my customers, that I was

able to do this thing that ultimately became known as new
urban. It is a combination, but it was derived from my
trying to find various elements, patterns, and structures
that would best serve our anticipated clientele.”
Rusty Bloodworth, executive vice president of Boyle
Investment Company, agrees that more choices make
Memphis a richer place to live. “We’ve had several business
headquarters move to Memphis from out of town. You
don’t get the heavy-hitters to come here unless they know
they are going to be able to have a wonderful life. So it is
important to have all the pieces that relate to a
wonderful life available to them when they first
come here to ‘kick the tire’ and see what Memphis has to offer.
“We believe the development of very highend residential communities is important. We
create many types of neighborhoods, but the
high-end is critical for capturing new business
from out of town. Harbor Town offers them a

The Portico is part of Harbor Town Landing,
the final phase of Harbor Town, which
Turley began developing in 1989.
Regalia Shopping Center developed by Boyle Investment Company
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Boyle’s most recent development at
Ridgeway Center is the 150,000 squarefoot “Class A” Morgan Keegan Building.

wonderful environment that they might not have had
where they came from. Our River Oaks community [in east
Memphis] that we’ve been developing since the mid-’60s
also offers a possible fit, depending on their lifestyle and
aspirations. We need all these wonderful communities.”
Boyle is in the process of developing large-scale, multiuse communities, providing space for living, working, and
recreation. Bloodworth has championed the development
of these “new towns” since he became fascinated by the
concept in college. “The idea of new towns goes back as far
as Roman civilization but really became a factor in Europe
at the turn of the century,” he explained. “London was
filled to a dysfunctional point and searching for a solution.
The choice was either tear down large sections — which
was what the United States did in the 1950s — and rebuild
at a higher density or go out on the fringe. They decided to
go out on the fringe and develop new towns that were like
a necklace around London. The towns were (and are)
somewhat independent of each other, with large open
spaces between them. And that was the beginning of the
new town movement.”
Bloodworth studied community development in
Scandinavia, where the decision was made to ring
Stockholm with new communities, following the new town
concept. These new towns were each equipped to be a
town in itself, while remaining a part of the larger city.
“I lived in one of the little towns on the outskirts of
Stockholm. It was just a dream place — everything was
there, so well put together. Low-density, single-family
detached town homes, all the way up to mid-rise with the
town center offices, distribution, and mass transit — everything was thought through so well on a broad scale. I just
Humphreys Center, Boyle’s 300-plus acre,
mixed-use development at Walnut Grove Road
and Humphreys Boulevard, is one of the most
innovative development projects in the Southeast.
4
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got totally captured with what communities could
be like.”
He continued, “When I was in college, I was
so struck by the problem of urban growth. If you
are growing at the rate that we as a metropolitan
area have grown for the last 40 years, you do
consume new areas. The real question is, how are
you going to conceive of that growth; what is the
nature of it going to be? Is it going to be isolated
enclaves, or is it going to be a rich mixture of
neighborhoods, civic, retail, and commercial uses
that are all somehow woven together into a community that has a real sense of place. I have focused on that problem and that challenge on the
fringe; Henry, of course, has tackled the problems
of the existing city downtown.”
In fact, the name Henry Turley conjures up
the downtown area, so closely have the two become intertwined. He has successfully transformed old, deteriorating
buildings into modern housing or office space, while keeping the look and feel of historic downtown. For this contribution to the real estate community, he was recently presented with the Lifetime Achievement Award from the
Memphis Chapter of Lambda Alpha International, a professional society. Current projects include updating apartments at 413 S. Main into condominiums and developing
the Harbor Town Marina, with Patton & Taylor Construction Company as general contractor. Clyde Patton
’58 has a long relationship with Turley — his company was
the co-developer and general contractor of the Memphis
Cotton Exchange building and the contractor for 88 Union
Center and the Yacht Club Condos, among others. “Henry
is an individual with the highest integrity,” commented
Patton. “He also has a wonderful sense of humor. Anytime
you embark on a project with Henry, it is an adventure.”

Why choose downtown? “I chose to work downtown
because I didn’t think we should throw away a perfectly
good part of the city,” said Turley. “I didn’t think it was a
sensible, or even a possible, course that we could follow.
There would always be a vestigial society or community
there that would not go away, and that, through abandonment and lack of investment, would become a problem for
the city. The area, if neglected and ignored, would become
a negative place. I thought that was just impossible — that
the consequences would be tremendous. Although individually people could abandon downtown, and by extension
the whole inner city, we as a society couldn’t. It would stay
with us, and if ignored and not cared for, not loved, then it
would become a problem for us. I didn’t think that was
even feasible. At one time, it was common wisdom that you
could abandon your downtown and your
inner city — that it was a wise and proper
thing to do — but I could never convince
myself that it was right. In fact, I thought
quite the opposite was right. So I set my
sights on creating a new and different
downtown.
“Another one of my underlying premises for choosing downtown was to try to
help build a place where shared interests
could be realized,” Turley continued. “A
clear example of a shared interest is the
Grizzlies. Another is the Redbirds. Their
being downtown is a statement that they are
a shared or transcendent value for the
community. They transcend the parochial
interests and become instead the interest of
all citizens of the community. I’ve always
thought downtown should be built that way.
It should be built not as an exclusive but an
inclusive place. Not as a place that discriminates in one way or another but that encourages interaction — a place where you
do things together. An example is where
you share your enthusiasm for your sports
team. Sports can do for a city what I want
downtown to do for the city: to bring people
together around a shared thing, a shared
value, a shared place.”
Although their concepts are different,
their values and aims are very compatible.
Bloodworth said, “There is both a tension
between suburban growth and downtown/
inner cities, but there is also a symbiotic
relationship that is usually fairly hard for
people to grasp. You could never have had
what we have downtown — the rebirth that

we’ve had, that Henry has been so critical in — had we not,
as a community, grown to a larger scale. Atlanta, for example, enjoyed a great rebirth in its downtown area about
20 years ago. It was clear to the leaders that for the downtown area of Atlanta to enjoy rebirth, the entire pie had to
get larger so that at some point there would be demand for
the downtown again. So the mayor actively supported the
development of suburban areas. They allowed a lot of
business growth to occur fairly easily. Once the overall
level of development reached a certain critical mass, the
downtown effort would be a lot easier to sustain.”
What’s up next for these community developers? Both
have learned much from previous efforts to assist in ongoing projects. “Along the way, we practiced and learned,”
said Turley. “We learned certain things that make it easier
to build other parts of the
city that have been similarly abandoned, ignored,
neglected, and left unloved. We took downtown,
figured out how to do it,
then took those lessons to
try anywhere in the inner
city. It’s hard to do, and we
still have a long way to
go.”
Turley is currently
involved in developing a
community called Uptown,
a run-down area of downtown and North Memphis
encompassing neighborhoods and housing projects
from the Wolf River
Harbor to Ayers Street and
from Third Street to
Chelsea. The new development will provide many

Above: The Cotton Exchange Building, developed by
Turley, was one of his first commercial conversion
projects downtown and where the company is
currently housed. Right: The Farrington is a Turley
condominium conversion project in the old Sleep Tite
Bedding Factory located on South Main Street.
SUMMER/FALL 2003
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Boyle created special icons,
such as this 40-foot high
agricultural tower, to mark
the boundaries and
entrances to the 443-acre,
mixed-use Schilling Farms
development in Collierville.
The icons and entrance
treatments were inspired by
the rich architectural
heritage of the Town of
Collierville.

new beautiful and
affordable homes,
plus the demolition
and redevelopment of
Hurt Village and the
restoration of Lauderdale Courts. The plans call for an
improved infrastructure, streetscapes, and parks — and
public safety, education, and transportation programs.
“Uptown comes from that original concept of not
throwing away parts of our city, parts of our history,”
Turley explained. “We want to build places where we can

live an even richer life, together — as part of a richer
experience. The premise of Uptown is to build a place
where those of a lower income can be integrated into the
flow of society and economy. Of course, the challenge is to
convince those with options to move there — those who
could choose to live elsewhere — that this might be an
interesting and fulfilling lifestyle.”
Challenges await Bloodworth as well. “Before I worked
here, Boyle had developed Farmington, one of the first
large-scale new community developments. It was an early
mixed-use development. That led us to Ridgeway Center,
then to Humphreys Center [both landmarks of east Memphis]. Today, we are doing Schilling Farms, Porter Farms,
and Price Farms on over 700 acres, working on Spring
Creek on the edge of the county (900 acres), and on a 600acre, large-scale, multi-use development in Franklin, TN.
“We try to learn through this process how to put
together communities with many different types of uses —
14 different uses, rather than the four or five uses of some
of our earlier communities. If you add, say, a church, a
YMCA, office space, a distribution center, and retail space
to the different kinds of housing, it is a much richer way of

Swimming Through Current Trends in Real Estate
By Gaye G. Swan

On the other side of the country,
another former MUS student has
faced a different kind of challenge in
community development. As president and CEO of the Tom Hom Group
(THG) in San Diego, William (Will)
Newbern ’72 has developed commercial, residential, and mixed-use
properties, as well as rehabilitated
historic areas such as the city’s
Gaslamp Quarter. However, the firm
is now focused solely on Single Room
Occupancy (SRO) residences — furnished, single-room apartments designed for one person.
“Many older hotels in every city
in the country have become permanent residences for working class
individuals who could not afford the
costs of moving into an apartment,
let alone buying a home,” said
Newbern. “Many of these residents
are on Social Security or receive
disability payments, but most are
hourly employees working for minimum wage or slightly more. By choice
or by circumstance, they live alone.
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“The new SROs we build and
operate offer a city an opportunity to
provide decent, safe, and clean
homes to the hourly employees that
we come in contact with every day.
These folks include restaurant wait
staff, hotel workers, taxi cab drivers,
security guards, and retail clerks.
The lack of affordable housing options for them drives many away
from the downtown areas where they
are most needed and, therefore,
drives the costs of hiring up for the
downtown employers,” he said.
Newbern has been with THG since
1978, after graduating from US International University in 1975 and
receiving his California Real Estate
license in 1973. At the time, the
company was involved in many aspects of the real estate industry, as
well as banking and television. In
1996, Newbern and Hom took a look
at their real estate portfolio and realized that they had a unique opportunity on their hands.
“We owned a couple of the older
SRO’s in San Diego when redevelop-

ment started to progress in the downtown area. About 3,000 of these
units were wiped out by such projects
as Horton Plaza Shopping Center
and the historic Gaslamp Quarter.
We looked at the need for additional
units and built a property that became a model for an SRO Ordinance
created by the City of San Diego to
replace this much-needed housing
stock. We provided amenities that
had not been provided or were not
feasible before in the older buildings, including kitchenettes and full
bathrooms. In addition, we fully furnished the units with a TV with cable
and HBO, telephone service, and
weekly housekeeping. We also pay
the utilities and provide a very secure building for the tenants’ safety.
By taking advantage of every financing angle available, we are able
to rent these units for as low as $95
per week or $399 per month.”
The company also began working in Las Vegas and Phoenix on new
SRO developments. The Campaige
Place properties in these two cities

developing 500 acres of suburbia. In
the Schilling development, we have a
school, parks, single-family and multifamily housing, retail outlets, retirement housing, a hotel, corporate
offices, banks — it is really almost a
complete community.”
Community — a sense of belonging, of kinship, of shared interests
and values — is the foundation on
which both men have built their efforts. More than just shared spaces,
the areas Bloodworth and Turley have
developed are neighborhoods in the
true sense of the word. Turley concluded, “I am pleased when customers
tell me, ‘this is a wonderful place to
live. It offers me opportunities I didn’t
know were available anywhere, in any
neighborhood. In fact, this made me
understand neighborhoods and communities. This is a better place.’”

This skyline picture of downtown Memphis
showcases several Turley developments
including the South Bluffs apartment
complex, the South Bluffs residential area,
and The Lofts, a condominium conversion
project in the old Orgill Brothers Warehouse.

Swimming buddies Will
Newbern and Bill Hoehn had
just completed a six-mile swim
in the surf at Coronado,
California.

are named after Newbern’s daughters, Camille (an aspiring actress living in Los Angeles) and Paige (a
sophomore at University of Southern
California). His wife, Nora Hom
Newbern, is involved in the business
as creative director and she manages
quality control of the properties.
Newbern’s role in the company is
very demanding, as he is involved
with organization, operations, investor relations, government affairs, construction management, and new
project development. With all this on
his plate, he has found a unique way
to unwind.

“Rough water swimming is my mental break
from the stress of running
a company with 74 employees,” Newbern said. “I
started swimming at age
35 when I realized that I
had no physical conditioning whatsoever. I try to
swim three days a week,
year round, with Bill Hoehn ’68. We
swim in the Pacific Ocean from La
Jolla Cove and are constantly challenged by various water conditions
that range from smooth and warm to
‘Victory at Sea.’ We gave up wet suits
at the beginning of the Millennium
and have conditioned ourselves to
handle water temperatures that range
from a low of 54 degrees in the winter
to about 70 in the late summer. My
most interesting swimming accomplishments include a swim from
Alcatraz to shore in San Francisco
and an 8-mile swim down the Hudson
River in New York City which started

at the George Washington Bridge
and ended at Chelsea Pier. Probably
the most interesting was a swim
from one end of the Golden Gate
Bridge to the other. There are only a
few days a year when this is feasible,
due to the currents and fog. Additionally, I was constantly looking up
because I kept thinking someone
might jump off the bridge. To paraphrase a quote from baseball great,
Yogi Berra, rough water swimming is
90 percent mental and 50 percent
physical.”
While continuing to enjoy the
challenge of rough water, Newbern
is learning to swim with ease through
the challenge of specializing in a
unique area of real estate. “We have
a unique opportunity to contribute
our expertise in an area that, until
recently, had not grown beyond San
Diego’s borders,” he concluded. “We
still have family in Memphis, and I’d
like nothing better than to one day
build ‘Campaige Place Memphis.’”

Gaye G. Swan is a creative copywriter and frequent contributor to
MUS Today. She lives in Memphis
with her husband and their eightyear old twins, a son and a daughter.
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Class President
Randall Holcomb
leads the graduation procession
carrying the school
banner followed
by the MUS
Headmaster,
Board of Trustees,
faculty, and the
Class of 2003.

March In, March Out,
MARCH ON
On May 18, family and friends gathered at Second Presbyterian
Church to celebrate the graduation of the Class of 2003. The afternoon provided the graduates with the opportunity to gather as a class
for a final time, look back on their years at MUS, and acknowledge
those who had supported them along the way. In his welcome
address, salutatorian Babu Rayudu recognized the successes of his
peers and expressed appreciation on behalf of the class for the many
individuals who had provided this unconditional encouragement.
“Though we have performed difficult tasks,” Rayudu said, “we could
not have accomplished them without our parents, the faculty, and the
administration. Our parents have instilled in us the values we need to
succeed in any endeavor we pursue and have given us the opportunity to attend a school like MUS. The faculty has been not just
professional teachers, but also friends,
who have driven us to challenge
ourselves continually, have stimulated
our interests, and have encouraged us
to shoot for the stars. The administration has continued to maintain the
nurturing atmosphere and great
student life. To all these people, we
thank you.”
Valedictorian Faris Haykal’s
address echoed the sentiments expressed by Rayudu. With humor and
wit, Haykal described the intellectual
and personal growth that MUS has
inspired within his class. “Like most
of the Class of 2003, I first came to
MUS seeking simple answers to life’s deceptively simple questions:
‘What is the purpose of existence?’, ‘Why am I who I am?’, ‘Why do
girls refuse to talk to me?’ And although each of us has learned that
there are no easy explanations for these mysteries, MUS has given us
the academic background and moral guidance necessary for us to
explore life freely and discover our own paths. . . . Out of uncertainty
and confusion has emerged in each of us a unique identity, cultivated
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and refined by our education at MUS. By now we
are more aware of who we are, and, in a world in
which moral relativism appears to rule the day, we
can make our own choices, always remembering
that MUS has taught us to value honor and excellence above all else.”
Haykal looked ahead to the bright future of
his fellow graduates, a future based upon the strong
moral and academic foundation provided by MUS.
“After all,” he said, “life is meant to be experienced,
not understood, and what we have taken from an exceptional high
school education has put us in a position to make that experience
extraordinary. To paraphrase Mark Twain, as we throw off the
bowlines and sail away from the safe harbor of Memphis University
School, may we use what we have learned here to catch the trade
winds in our sails, to explore, to dream, to discover.”
The 100 graduates of the Class of 2003 plan to do just that as
they travel to 47 colleges and universities in 20 different states. These
institutions recognized the graduates’ desire and ability to excel as the
class amassed more than $3,040,060 in merit-based scholarships. And
it is not difficult to see why these colleges and universities jumped at
the chance to include MUS grads in the lives of their schools.
Twenty percent of the class was named AP Scholars in September of
their senior year; there were 19 National Merit Commended Students and 13 National Merit Semifinalists, 11 of which were National
Merit Finalists, and one National Achievement Scholar. Twentyseven percent of the class scored 1400 or higher on the SAT I, while
35 percent boasted a score of 30 or higher on the ACT.
No doubt the leadership that the Class of 2003 provided for the
Student Council, the Honor Council, the Government Club, the
Civic Service organization, student publications, the theater, Beg To
Differ, and countless athletic teams will be missed. But, as Headmaster Ellis Haguewood stated during this year’s graduation exercises,
MUS is grateful for what the Class of 2003 has given to the school
and what its members take from
MUS into their lives ahead. “We
“...MUS has given us the
want you to believe,” Haguewood
academic background
said, “that your habits of mind,
and moral guidance
your pursuit of excellence in that to
necessary for us to
which life calls you, your selfexplore life freely and
reliance and perseverance will
discover our own
always be informed by the intellect
paths...”
you sharpened here, by the moral
– Faris Haykal
sense you quickened here, by the
challenges you met here, by the
judgment you developed here.”
Before the close of the ceremony, Haguewood challenged the
class one last time. Quoting the
founder of Phillips Exeter Academy, John Phillips, he reminded the graduates of the important union
between learning and integrity. “Though goodness without knowledge is weak and feeble,” he said, “yet knowledge without goodness is
dangerous; both united form the noblest character.”
Perhaps Haykal said it best as he bid farewell to his classmates:
“God Bless America. ‘Be true to yourself.’ A-bibbity-bobbity. A rat-atat-tat. Arrivederci. Adieu.”

Graduation Awards and Honors
Faculty Cup for General Excellence

Danforth Award

John Wilson Harkess

Blake Martin Lindsay

The Faculty Cup for General Excellence is
the highest honor given to a member of the
graduating class. The recipient of the Faculty
Cup has demonstrated qualities of leadership
and strength of character which have earned
for him the highest respect of his peers and his
teachers. He must have given generously of his
time, his talent, and his energy in service in a
way that reflects his devotion to the school and
his dedication to the ideals for which it stands.

The “I Dare You” Leadership Award is
presented nationally by the American Youth
Foundation. The award includes a copy of
the book I Dare You by William H. Danforth,
a philanthropist who challenged young people
to aspire to their highest potential, to attain
constructive lives of service and leadership,
and to commit themselves to excellence. The
award is presented in recognition of excellence
of character and well-balanced personal
development as well as leadership potential.

Ross McCain Lynn Award

Andrew Edward Garrett
Marshall Payton Goldsmith
John Klyce Minervini
Conor Buckley Quinn
The Ross McCain Lynn Award is given in
memory of the school’s first headmaster.
This award recognizes distinction in the areas
of school citizenship, leadership, service, and
character.

Mark Cooper Powell Memorial Award

Andrew Ronald Hanover
The Mark Cooper Powell Memorial Award is
given in memory of Mark Cooper Powell ’80
by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward L.
Powell, to the graduate who through persistence and courage during his career at Memphis University School has shown the greatest
development of character and scholarship.

Russell Johnson
Creative Writing Award

Scott Miller Rembert
Senior Service Award

John Klyce Minervini

Faris Faysal Haykal
This award, established by family and friends,
is made in memory of Scott M. Rembert ’70.
It goes to that senior who has shown the most
unselfish service to the school. His name will
be inscribed on the Scott Miller Rembert
Senior Service Award plaque, which will
hang permanently in the school. In addition,
the winner will be presented with an engraved
medal.

William D. Jemison, III, Award
for Excellence in Dramatics

John Klyce Minervini
Conor Buckley Quinn
Brescia Award for Unselfish
Service in Dramatics

Jonathan Houston Hagewood
Nathan Greer Haynes
Choral Music Award for Excellence

Jonathan Houston Hagewood
John Klyce Minervini
The permanent cup for this award was given
by Dr. Kit and Mrs. Diane Mays.

Art Award

Michael Christopher Eason
Kenneth Samuel Farmer, Jr.
The Art Award is given to the senior(s) who,
in the opinion of the art instructors at MUS,
has (have) demonstrated talent in studio art,
displayed personal interest in art and independence in art classes, and exhibited a potential
for continued interest and work in art.

The Creative Writing Award, given in
memory of Russell Johnson, a former
Memphis University School English teacher,
honors that student who sees details and
meanings in the world around him and
expresses his thoughts imaginatively
and lucidly.

JK Minervini
Blake Lindsay with his
parents, Sharon and Max

John Harkess
accepting his
award from
Norman
Thompson

Faris Haykal with
his grandmothers

Houston Hagewood

Marshall
Goldsmith

Andrew Hanover with his parents,
Jan and Marc
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Graduation Awards and Honors
William C. Harris English Award

Christa Green Warner
Mathematics Award

Michael Paul Morisy
The English Department awards recognition
to the outstanding scholar who exemplifies
effective writing, keen appreciation of language and literature, and singular achievement
in his English courses. The permanent cup for
the English Award, given by Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
D. Harris, is named in honor of their son,
William C. Harris.

Foreign Language Awards
French: Leland Monte McNabb, Jr.
Latin: Conor Buckley Quinn
Spanish: William Holcombe Adams

Leland Monte McNabb, Jr.

Faris Faysal Haykal
The Department of History and Social Studies
recognizes the graduate who has demonstrated
exceptional ability and appreciation of the
courses offered by the department and whose
academic record is in accord with the highest
standards of excellence.

Conor Buckley Quinn

This award in mathematics is represented
appropriately by a Mobius strip, an unending
surface that symbolizes Christa Warner’s
unending devotion to her students and love
of mathematics. The award is given by
Jonathan and Stephen Weinberg in memory
of their teacher Christa Warner. It is presented to that young man who not only
understands and successfully applies the
concepts of mathematics and computer
science but has also displayed an unusual
spirit of cooperation throughout his high
school mathematics career.

Given to the student judged by the Foreign
Language Department to be the most outstanding in his language.

History Award

The Leigh W. MacQueen Dean’s Cup
for Academic Excellence
Named in 1998 in honor of the first academic
dean of MUS, Leigh Windsor MacQueen, this
award was originally donated by Mr. and Mrs.
MacQueen in 1967. The award is given to that
member of the senior class who, in the opinion
of the faculty committee, has demonstrated to
an outstanding degree a marked depth of
intellectual maturity and curiosity and who,
in the minds of the examining committee,
has indicated sound intellectual attainment.

Valedictorian Award

Faris Faysal Haykal
To that senior with the highest average over
eight semesters of work at Memphis University School.

Margaret Owen Catmur
Science Award

Leland Monte McNabb, Jr.
The science award, established in loving
memory of Margaret Owen Catmur by her
husband, Alan Eric Catmur, is presented to
that student who, in the opinion of the
Science Department faculty, has done the
most outstanding work in the field of science
at Memphis University School. The student’s
name is inscribed on a permanent plaque,
which will remain at the school.

Religion Award

Michael Paul Morisy
The Department of Religion presents this
award to the graduating senior who has
demonstrated academic excellence while
exhibiting the moral characteristics of the
Judeo-Christian ethic, a personal dedication
to justice, mercy, and humility among his
classmates and with the subject studied.

Salutatorian Award

Vijay Babu Rayudu
To that senior with the second highest
academic average over eight semesters of work
at Memphis University School.

Award for Distinguished
Community Service

Kenneth Samuel Farmer, Jr.
The Award for Distinguished Community
Service goes to the graduate who has made
service to others in the Memphis community
a very high priority in his life. The recipient
of this award has given his time, talent, and
energy in a way that demonstrates the school’s
commitment to community citizenship.

Conor Quinn with his parents,
Susan and Bob

Babu Rayudu with his family
Ken Farmer with his parents,
Ken and Claire
Lee McNabb
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Michael Morisy
accepting his award
from Jim Russell

Eikner Honored by 2003 Senior Class
MUS English instructor Phillip (Flip)
Eikner ’77 was recognized by the graduating

lays…or lies,” he said laughingly.
Eikner joined the MUS faculty in 1983 after

Class of 2003 for his exemplary teaching. Eikner
received the John M. Nail Outstanding Teaching
Award, which is given each year to a faculty
member who teaches in the
Upper School. The award is
named in honor of John Nail, a
former English and history
teacher at MUS in the late
1950s. His students established
the fund for their teacher who
“instilled in them an enduring
love of learning.” Eikner re-

graduating from the University of Virginia with a
B.A. in English. He began teaching English in the
Hull Lower School and later moved into the
Upper School where he taught
freshman English and British
Literature, among other classes.
He has also been heavily involved
in the student theater program at
MUS, MUST C Productions.
Together with Andy Saunders,
Eikner has been responsible for
the direction, production, stag-

ceived a $5,000 check, as well as
ing, and technical aspects of such
a school medal and a plaque.
classic plays as Arsenic and Old
Randall Holcomb ’03, this
Lace, Chicago, A Funny Thing
past year’s senior class presiHappened on the Way to the Forum,
Flip, Kim, and Brooks Eikner
dent, presented the award to
and Joseph and the Amazing
Eikner at graduation. “This year’s winner has 20
Technicolor Dreamcoat. “The entire student body
years of service to [MUS] in the English and
recognizes his talents in casting and design,” said
theater departments and embodies the standards
Holcomb.
set by Mr. Nail when he taught here. He truly
Eikner was also a leading man in MUS theater
connects with all of his students,” said Holcomb.
as a student, starring in No Time for Sergeants and
“As an accomplished grammarian, this teacher
Up the Down Staircase during his senior year. In
has instructed this class as well as many others on
addition, he was a staff member for the MUSe,
navigating the many difficult nuances of the
The Owl’s Hoot, and The Owl and was a member of
English language. This is truly wherein his talent

National Honor Society and Cum Laude Society.

MUS CALLING

The MUS Annual Fund phonathon is fast approaching.
Each year dozens of parents and alumni donate their time to call on behalf
of the school. Please answer the call with a gift to the
Annual Fund.
At MUS, each student is given an excellent education
and the opportunity to realize his potential. Support through the
Annual Fund ensures that MUS will continue to attract and keep
The School For Boys Since 1893
distinguished faculty and have all the important resources
MUS ANNUAL FUND
6191 Park Avenue, Memphis, TN 38119-5399
that make MUS a leader in college-preparatory education.
(901) 260-1350
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Philip Blackett Named
Morehead Scholar
“Moreheads are prodders, organizers, seekers,
catalysts. They act. They work. They achieve.
Moreheads dream, then forge that dream into reality.
These are Morehead Scholars. Exceptional people, creating extraordinary lives.” Philip Blackett ’03 is one of
these outstanding individuals. Blackett is one of only 40
high school seniors selected out of a group of 1,500
students from the United States and Britain to receive
the 2003 Morehead Scholarship to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The four-year undergraduate scholarship includes tuition, books, room and
board, a laptop computer, and a stipend for spending
money each semester. In addition, Moreheads participate in a four-year summer enrichment program that
provides opportunities for involvement in public service, customized internships in public and private sectors, and fully financed travel and study programs
created by the individual student.
Selection for the scholarship is highly competitive.
Only 151 secondary schools outside of the state of North
Carolina may nominate students, and MUS is one of the

Classmates enjoy a post-graduation celebration before going
in different directions. Pictured here are Phillip Braun (Fuman
bound), Laird Tuttle (William and Mary), Blackett (UNC),
and Chris Beck (Georgia).

two schools in Memphis eligible to do so. Nominees are
evaluated based on their capacities to lead and motivate fellow students, their scholastic ability and extracurricular involvement, their moral force of character,
and their physical vigor as shown by participation in
sports. And what is required of these individuals? “Nothing less than a perpetual commitment to lifelong per-
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sonal growth through hard work, discipline, humility, and compassion.”
Clearly, Blackett meets and exceeds all
of these criteria.
Reviewing his list of accolades, it is
no wonder that the selection committee chose Blackett for this honor. During his four years at MUS, Blackett not
only excelled academically, he served as the vice president of the Government Club, the “Viewpoints” editor
of the Owl’s Hoot, the vice chairman of the Civic Service
Club, and a member of the varsity basketball team. He
was also the founding member and president of the
Diversity Club and produced his own website celebrating Black History Month last February. Other activities
included YMCA Model U.N., Student Ambassadors,
March of Dimes Chain Reaction Leadership Council,
Hands on Memphis, Bridge Builders, NAACP Youth
Council, and the Mid-South Fair Youth Board. He is also
a member of the French Honor Society, the Cum Laude
Society, National Honor Society, National History Honor
Society, and Quill and Scroll Society, and he was recognized as an A.P. Scholar and a National Achievement
Finalist. Even with these many honors and commitments, Blackett found time to sing bass and vocal
percussion for MUS’s popular a cappella group Beg To
Differ.
Blackett’s decision to attend UNC was not an easy
one; Harvard, Brown, Yale, Washington University,
UCLA, and the University of Pennsylvania were among
his choices. The Morehead played a key role in his
decision-making process. Since accepting the award,
Blackett has spoken with Morehead alumni from around
the country about their personal experiences in the
program. He sees the networking potential available as
a result of the scholarship as an invaluable advantage
and has already been contacted by FedEx and Senator
Bob Dole.
During his time at UNC, Blackett hopes to participate in Clef Hangers, the men’s a cappella ensemble,
and continue his involvement in student government
and community service. His academic interests include
political science and economics, both of which he hopes
to pursue in graduate school – Harvard, perhaps? But
first, Blackett had to brave the Northwest wilderness as
he headed out on his first summer assignment, a 25-day
sea kayaking and mountaineering expedition coordinated by the Outward Bound program. He had plenty
of time to reflect on his time spent at MUS and consider
future career options as he encountered Orca whales in
the Puget Sound and learned to wield an ice pick while
ascending the highest peaks in the North Cascade
Mountains.

Hats Off

To the Class of 2003 and Their College Choices
Trey Adams .................. University of Tennessee
William Adams ............. University of Richmond
Ben Alexander .............. Rhodes College
Geer Alexander ............ University of Georgia
Ted Allendorfer ............ University of Tennessee
Eli Atkinson .................. University of the South (S)
Ryan Baum ................... Lafayette College (S)
Chris Beck .................... University of Georgia
Philip Blackett ............. University of North Carolina (S)
Preston Blankenship .... Vanderbilt University
Owen Brafford ............. Macalester College
Phillip Braun ................ Furman University
Trae Bryant .................. University of Mississippi (S)
Paul Bunch ................... University of Richmond (S)
Chase Carlisle ............... University of Tennessee
Steven Carlson ............. University of Alabama
Austin Carpenter ......... Dartmouth College
Steed Carson ................ University of Tennessee
Dara Chan .................... University of Michigan
Clay Chapman .............. University of Mississippi
Mark Chen .................... Lake Forest College (S)
Derek Clenin ................ University of Memphis
Matthew Cohen ........... University of Texas
Alex DeBardeleben ....... University of Mississippi (S)
Dana Doggrell .............. University of Virginia
Jamie Drinan ................ University of Richmond
Michael Eason .............. Savannah College of Art & Design (S)
George Edwards ........... Southern Methodist University
Ken Farmer ................... Colorado College
Michael Flowers ........... Michigan State University (S)
Trey Flowers ................. Texas Christian University (S)
Andy Garrett ................ Dartmouth College
Will Garrison ................ University of Colorado (Boulder)
Dustin Geer .................. University of Tennessee
Andrew Glenn .............. Elon University
Marshall Goldsmith ..... University of Virginia
Charlie Gordon ............. Millsaps College (S)
Sean Gould ................... University of Mississippi (S)
Jeff Grimm ................... University of Mississippi
Houston Hagewood ..... University of Memphis (S)
Andrew Hanover .......... New York University
John Harkess ................ University of Virginia
Faris Haykal .................. Harvard College
Nathan Haynes ............. University of Alabama
Randall Holcomb .......... Southern Methodist University
Wren Holcomb ............. University of Alabama
Andrew Howington ..... Trinity University (S)
Wesley Hughes ............. Birmingham Southern University (S)
Alan Humphreys .......... University of Tennessee
Will Hunt ...................... University of Kentucky
Jesse Huseth ................. University of Tennessee

Joel Iglehart ................. University of Virginia
David Jacobson ............. University of Colorado (Boulder)
Tushar Jha .................... Emory University
Shahzad Khan .............. Washington University
Carter Landis ................ University of Mississippi (S)
Alex Lawhorn ............... University of Mississippi
Buck Lawson ................ University of Georgia
Philip Lewis .................. Washington University
Blake Lindsay ............... U.S. Naval Academy (S)
Barlow Mann ................ University of the South
Clark Mayfield .............. New York University (S)
Mikey McGuire ............. Lambuth University (S)
James McKenzie ........... Southern Methodist University (S)
Hite McLean ................. University of Mississippi (S)
Lee McNabb .................. Duke University
JK Minervini ................. Harvard College
Ryves Moore ................. University of Mississippi (S)
Michael Morisy ............. Cornell University
Blake Morris ................. College of Charleston
Michael Murphy ........... University of Mississippi
Edward Nenon .............. Trinity University (S)
Michael Norman ........... Emory University
Doug Owings ................ University of Tennessee (S)
Alex Pao ....................... University of Tennessee
Bunky Parr ................... University of Arkansas (S)
John Phillips ................. University of Virginia
Jeff Posson ................... University of the South
Conor Quinn ................. Williams College
Noah Randall ................ University of Denver
Mauricio Rapalo ........... University of Memphis (S)
Babu Rayudu ................ University of Missouri/Kansas City
School of Medicine
Collins Roll ................... University of Tennessee
Gray Sain ...................... University of Tennessee
Michael Schaefer .......... University of Tennessee
Hunter Shell ................. Auburn University
Bernard Sherrod .......... Tulane University
Andrew Smith .............. Birmingham Southern University (S)
Craig Sneed .................. Southern Methodist University
Robert Snowden .......... Colorado College
Hill Stoecklein .............. Colgate College
Henry Talbot ................ University of Tennessee
Laird Tuttle .................. College of William and Mary
Steve Vogel .................. College of Charleston
David Warren ............... University of Mississippi
Brad Whiteside ............ Rhodes College (S)
Scott Williams .............. University of Mississippi
Josh Williamson ........... Westminster College (S)
Tyler Wohrman ............ University of Mississippi (S)
Edward Yang ................ Northwestern University
(S) denotes Scholarship
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Pandamonium
By Gaye G. Swan

Unless you’ve been living under the proverbial rock,
you know that Memphis recently acquired two very
important new citizens: the pandas Le Le and Ya Ya,
finally on display at the Memphis Zoo. Who hasn’t
followed the saga from the first idea, through the negotiations with China, to the actual (and long-drawn-out)
arrival? But what you may not know is that two of our
own MUS alumni are in a position to offer a unique
viewpoint of this “zoo coup.”

Leading the Wildlife
Sydney Butler ’60 is the Executive Director of the
American Zoo and Aquarium Association (AZA), which
represents 212 accredited zoos and aquariums, both in
the U.S. and overseas. The association, located in Washington, D.C., provides accreditation, animal management programs, government advocacy, and other services to its members. The main focus is conservation, as
well as creating and enforcing the highest animal care
standards possible. He believes that the Memphis Zoo
shares that commitment to conservation and care,
which was the biggest factor in the successful bid for the
animals.
“Memphis was able to obtain the pandas on longterm loan because zoo officials listened to advice,
learned from prior experience, followed and respected
the relevant laws, and assembled a wonderful team of
scientists, donors, and influential public officials,” he
explained. “Most important, they demonstrated that
pandas here would ultimately benefit pandas in the
wild in China. And conserving pandas in China is what
these loans are, and should be, about.

Sydney Butler, Jack Hanna holding a clouded
leopard cub, and Newt Gingrich
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“Memphis did it right,” he added. “If they hadn’t
followed our standards, we would have opposed their
permit application. But I always knew that — after
some nail-biting tension — the good Memphis folks
would be successful.”
Butler has been with AZA for 11 years, enjoying a
position that allows him to actively support what he
loves the most. “Zoos and aquariums are absolutely,
bottom line committed to wildlife and the natural
world, and I have loved my work here.” This enthusiasm for wildlife dates back to his MUS days. “As a boy
growing up in Memphis, I loved anything to do with
being outdoors. I had a group of MUS buddies that
included Ned Laughlin ’60 and George Owen ’60 who
went fishing or hunting every weekend we could,” he
said. His days at MUS brought him more than great
friendships. “The athletic programs taught me the importance of fair competition and health, the English and
history programs taught me to write and appreciate the
literary and poetic, and the strong honor system
engrained life-long values. MUS taught me the characteristics and practices of an enlightened leader, without
my ever realizing what was happening.
“I remember, with great respect, such inspirational
teachers as Bill Hatchett, David Morelock, and Gene
Thorn,” he went on. “Colonel Lynn was also a great
mentor to us all. He was tough but fair. And he was also
forgiving of one of my favorite antics — when I rode
down the hall into the morning assembly, dressed like
Elvis and riding a motorcycle. The stunt was meant to
appeal to the seventh-grade vote for Student Council
President (it worked), but Colonel Lynn I’m sure wasn’t
all that amused at the time.”
This talent for impersonating Elvis apparently did
not interfere with (or contribute to) Butler’s personal or
professional life.
He graduated cum laude from Washington and Lee
in 1964 and earned his law degree from the University
of Virginia in 1967. He began his career as a lawyer,
then worked in government during the Carter administration. “I left the legal world because I wanted to pursue — in a more committed way — a long-held interest
and fascination with wildlife. And I am so glad I did.
Life is far shorter than one imagines in high school, and
you have got to live it doing what you value and love —
period.”
His wife, Julie, is also from Memphis and is the
Senior Director of Special Projects for ALSAC/St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital. The couple has two chil-

dren, eight-year-old Mallory and 18-month old
Shane; Butler has two older children, Katherine (an
actress in Los Angeles) and Syd, Jr. (who plays in and
manages an indie rock band). His mother and sister
live in Memphis, as do Julie’s parents — so the couple
returns often.
Although he lives in Washington, D.C., he maintains his ties to Memphis and continues to watch the
efforts of the Memphis Zoo with the interest and pride of a native son. “This successful panda conservation effort no doubt
greatly enhances the prestige of the Memphis Zoo throughout the U.S. and the
world,” he said. “Very, very few institutions have or can qualify for importing
pandas. Pandas are big-time, like landing
a major sports franchise, but in the conservation world. Everyone will be watching
for continued success or failure, and over a
ten-year period, many things can happen.
With great accomplishments comes great
responsibility and notoriety, but the same
approach and values that obtained the
pandas will sustain them and the zoo over
the coming years.”

Making the
Pandas Feel
at Home

that was important
to our city, to construct a really signature project in this
area, and because it
was difficult enough
that the competition
might be less intense,” Dando said.
MCDR got the
go-ahead to begin
construction in
February of 2001.
“Fortunately, we did
not have to deal
with any of the
obstacles and negotiations faced by zoo
officials and boosters. But they did help to relieve some
of the pressure on us to complete the project by the
originally planned date. The types of construction that
were employed are quite foreign to us, so all of our
employees and subcontractors had to develop different
methods of doing our jobs. The extra time was good to
have.”
Especially when faced with some unusual challenges. In order to keep the exhibit as authentic as
possible, the ceramic roof tiles were ordered from China.
They arrived on time, in less than perfect condition, but
JAY ADKINS

JAY ADKINS

Following years of
planning, millions of
dollars in contributions, intense international dealings, and
many a headache, the
pandas are established
in their home for the
next ten years, a
stunning China Exhibit at the Memphis
Zoo. The facilities
replicate faithfully the
temples, pagodas,
LeLe and YaYa
courtyards, and gardens found throughout China, giving visitors the feeling
of truly stepping into another part of the world. That
this achievement was accomplished by general contractor
David Dando ’64 (left), president
of MCDR, will come as no surprise
to MUS students, supporters, and
alumni — the school’s wonderful
new facilities bear witness to his
firm’s skill.
“The China Panda Exhibit was
important to us because it gave us
a chance to work on something
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design is not only to show our pandas to the public but
complete with instructions. The problem? The instrucalso to give Americans a sense of the beauty and culture
tions were written in Chinese. “There are no standards
that has existed for centuries in China. I think that we
available in the U.S. to tell one how to install such a
have made a real move toward that end.”
roof, so MCDR and our subcontractors had a major
Although this venue is something new to Dando, he
learning curve to surmount.”
is an old hand at facing a construction challenge. He
Many of the subcontractors also have a connection
began working in road construction in the summers
to MUS. Jimmy Whittington ’90 is the vice president of
during his MUS days, at Lehman Roberts Company, now
Jimmy Whittington Lumber Company, supplier of the
run by Rick Moore ’63. He went on to building construclumber for the deck frame and surface. MUS parent
tion in the summer of 1967, between semesters at the
Edward King of Acoustics and Specialties provided the
University of Virginia. After graduation, he worked full
drywall (his sons are Bryan ’91 and Douglas ’96).
time with Allen and O’Hara, followed by a stint with
Dupont Flooring Systems did an excellent job with
Federal Compress and Warehouse Company. In 1977,
carpeting, under the supervision of Kevin Kenny ’75.
he started his job with Clark and Clark, which eventually
David Bradford, Jr. ’95 is a mechanical project engibecame MCDR, Inc. “My father was an engineer, and I
neer with Ellers, Oakley, Chester & Pike, Inc., design
grew up in the construction industry,” Dando said. His
engineers for the exhibit. Brothers Cliff Hunt ’75 and
two children are following in the family footsteps as well.
Herbert Hunt ’77 of Standard Construction Company
Daughter Marianna is an integral part of MCDR. She
provided asphalt paving.
handles contracts, marketing, human resources, and
“From our standpoint, the difficulty in this project
“anything else that comes up.” Son Beck ’98 is employed
lay in constructing buildings that are normally made of
with Clark Construction in Washington, D.C., and is
very simple materials in China (wood, tile, and plaster)
currently working on a subway
using earthquake and fire
station project.
resistant steel and concrete,”
The next challenge Dando
Dando continued. The team
faces is not so much a particufaced not only safety conlar job as it is steering the
cerns. “We had to have cercompany through a downturn
tain aspects of the project
in the commercial construction
inspected by a shaman in
market. “My biggest challenge
order to maintain feng shui in
is to lead MCDR through the
the design and configuration
hard economic times that we
of the bridge and other struchave encountered in the last
tures, lest evil spirits gain
year or two and then to shape
access to the pandas.”
a management team with the
The result, as anyone
desire, experience, and grit to
who has been to visit the
help me exit the company and
pandas will agree, is excepLe Le and Ya Ya traveled first class all the way
let them take it forward.”
tional. The area combines
from China to their new home in Memphis. Thanks to
For now, he is proud to
influences from different
the FedEx Panda Express, our newest citizens traveled
have been a part of this mileparts of China to create a
stone for the city. “The pandas
cohesive whole. “The first
in style, with custom-built accommodations and plenty of
are such a draw that they will
buildings you will encounter
company. Staff from the Memphis Zoo and specialists
encourage people to come to
are designed in the Beijing
from the Shanghai and Beijing Zoos were along for the
our city to see them. Along
style — very ornamental and
15-hour flight. Also on board were National Geographic
with the other tremendous
colorful. The panda house,
videographers who documented the journey. (No
exhibits at the Zoo, plus other
tearoom, gift shop, research
wonder the pandas seem so used to attention!)
attractions in Memphis like
lab, and food service building
FedEx, led by chairman, president, and CEO
Graceland, the FedEx Forum,
are designed in the more
Frederick W. Smith ’62
and our entire revitalization,
’62, turned Memphis into a distrirustic Suzhou style,” Dando
the China Panda Exhibit
explained. “The behind-thebution hub years ago and continues to contribute to our
should help our city economiscenes areas are conventional
community. In this case, the corporation not only cuscally while improving our
construction but with special
tomized an aircraft and lent their customs clearance
status internationally. Comenvironmental controls to
expertise to the enterprise — they did so at no charge.
pared to many other things
accommodate the pandas,
“We are honored to be trusted with a precious
developed and built in Memwho normally live in a cool
commodity like the pandas, which supports animal
phis over the years, the China
mountain environment, and
conservation and education efforts. We are gratified by
Panda Exhibit is relatively low
the gibbons, otters, and birds
cost (with major private fundin the rest of the exhibit.
the positive impact of this gesture, particularly since it
ing paying a lot of the cost)
“There is something
supports our country’s relationship with China and the
with the promise of a very
special about each building,”
world,” Smith said.
handsome return.”
he added. “The intent of the

Flying First Class
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Over the course
and
Community
Two MUS Traditions
The celebration, which became known as
Cotton Carnival, did just that and soon
became an annual Memphis event.
Over time, Carnival leaders expanded
the vision of their event to celebrate not
only the cotton industry but, as its
mission statement asserts, “all of the
stores and all of the people, all kinds
of professions and businesses, [and] the
city as a whole regardless
of the size of the business, the social standing,
wealth, prestige, [or]
family background.”
For the past two decades,
Carnival has recognized
these businesses and
professionals through its
Business and Industry
Salute Luncheon, the
brainchild of Stuart
Collier ’73 (Carnival
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of its 110-year existence, MUS has not
only become a model of academic excellence but an integral piece of Memphis
history, instilling in its graduates the
values of truth and honor and producing
many of the city’s past and present
leaders. As a result of their education,
MUS alumni understand the responsibilities inherent in leadership and the
importance of tradition in the lives of
individuals and communities. Therefore,
it comes as no surprise that MUS graduates have been involved in leading
Carnival Memphis – a longstanding
Memphis tradition – since its early days
and continue to shape its future today.
First, a little history: MUS was not
the only institution forced to close its
doors due to economic hardships brought
on by the Great Depression. Businesses
and organizations throughout the city
and the country suffered tremendous
losses, and cotton, the Mid-South’s
principal asset, was selling for only
pennies a pound. City leaders Art Halle,
Herbert Jennings, and Everett Cook,
president of the Cotton Exchange and
father of Everett Cook II ’69, devised
a plan to save the struggling cotton
industry. They proposed the establishment of a celebration to take place in
early June of 1931 that would promote
the use and wearing of cotton products
and, in turn, revive sales and create jobs.

president in 1987), which salutes a
different industry each year. The entire
celebration is led by the Carnival King,
a prominent business leader from the
current year’s saluted industry, and the
president, the organizational and creative powerhouse behind the event.
Since Carnival’s inception, nine MUS
alums have served as Carnival Kings,
while 11 have held the position of
president. Bob Loeb ’73, Chairman and
CEO of Loeb Properties, Inc., and 1994
Carnival president, was named King
from this year’s saluted industry,
Real Estate.
For its first five decades,
Carnival’s official interests
focused primarily on the social
aspects of Memphis life, still an important component of today’s Carnival
calendar. The Royal Court was honored at
extravagant parties; Music Fest and later
Memphis in May became annual projects,
and parades were held in the downtown
streets. While 1983 President Frank
Crump ’63 states that the event has
always been “a party with a purpose,”
Carnival leaders in the early 1980’s
identified the need to further incorporate the community into Carnival life.
Bruce Hopkins ’68 and Chris Canale ’68
(1986 president) were extremely influential in making this change official with

2003 Carnival Queen
Elizabeth Wilson and
King Bob Loeb
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Three MUS alumni
enjoying Carnival
festivities in 1987:
Jim Barton (King),
Chuck Smith (displaying “official” footwear
of the Carnival court),
and Stuart Collier
(president)

the introduction of the Children’s Charity
Initiative into the Carnival agenda in
1999, the year Hopkins served as president (he was also King in 1986). Lane
Carrick ’76, Carnival president in 1991
and 1992, commented on the change:
“There has always been and always will
be a connection between Carnival and
the community,” he says. “I’m proud
that we found a way to officially tie this
celebration to philanthropy.” Loeb, who
also serves as the vice chairman of the
board of Youth Villages, shares in
Carrick’s pride. “Now we honor not
only the businesses in the city but the
resources of our community as well.
We see children’s charities as a resource
to our city, and we want to support
their initiatives.”
Each year, a diverse committee of
Carnival and community leaders selects
five local charities as honored charities.
The Royal Court and the twelve Grand
Krewes, Carnival’s official support groups,
work throughout the year to raise funds
for these organizations which this year
include Hope House, Porter Leath,
Special Kids, Stax Music Academy, and
Youth Villages. In addition to the existing fundraising events, Carnival leaders
held the first annual Carnival Memphis
5K Walk/Run to benefit its charities this
past May. Hopkins has been able to
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observe Carnival’s impact on the selected
organizations first hand: “To see what
our dollars do to give kids a basis for
support is amazing,” he says. “All charitable organizations depend on outside
funding, and with recent government
cut backs, there is no better time to get
communities involved in service and
fundraising.” Past saluted charities
include St. Jude, Le Bonheur Children’s
Hospital, Special Cargo, the Harwood
Center, Shelby Vocational Service, and
the Memphis Exchange Club Family
Center. Yet service is not limited to the
five chosen charities; individual krewes
are encouraged to adopt additional
organizations to support. For example,
Krewe Sphinx works with Toys for Tots,
Krewe RaMet constructs houses for
Habitat for Humanity, and the Royal
Court has made interaction with MIFA
a tradition in recent years. The Boll
Weevils, Carnivals “Men of Mischief”
and perhaps its most infamous representatives, lead the krewes in enthusiastic
service. Their outlandish costumes and
the bright green fire truck in which they
travel to charities around the city hold
a special place in the heart of 1991 King
Chuck Smith ’66. The Boll Weevils,
Smith says, “bring so much cheer, joy,
goodness, and just plain fun to the
hospitals and institutions they visit.

It was an honor simply to watch them
interact with the children.”
Past Carnival leaders maintain that
community service and fundraising
functioned as a crucial component of
their experiences. Carrick fondly recollects an afternoon spent at Madonna Day
School, a school for mentally challenged
children, in which members of the Royal
Court crowned a small boy with Down
Syndrome King for the day. The child was
so excited about his honor that he burst
into tears when the plastic crown was
placed on his head. “The public doesn’t
see this side of Carnival,” Carrick says.
“The memories are about more than
parties and social celebrations.” Smith
believes that his interactions with
community organizations such as St.
Jude and Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital
defined his reign, and he fondly recalls
visiting countless schools and nursing
homes as an ambassador for the event.
He calls Carnival’s dedication to the
charitable organizations “a win-win
situation for the community and Carnival
participants. We learn as much about
them as they learn about us,” he says.
“In the end, it’s all about understanding
what goes on in Memphis. It’s good to
walk outside, look around, and see
what’s happening in your city.”
Many MUS alumni have done just
that. In fact, the spirit of service generated by Carnival has had, as Hopkins
puts it, “a positive pyramid effect”
around the country, particularly within
its new generation of participants.
“The young men and women who have
been involved in Carnival have gone on
to do service in their respective college
communities,” Hopkins says. He cites as
an example his son Bond ’01, a student
at Southern Methodist University and
a past member of the Carnival Court.
Bond tutors children in inner-city Dallas,
Texas, every Friday afternoon, often
staying in the city into his school breaks

so as not to miss one of his weekly
meetings. “Involvement in service forces
you to rearrange your priorities, and
that’s a good thing to do at a young
age,” Hopkins maintains. “You learn
to put others first.” As Carrick states,
“It gives you a mission.”
In its first four years, this “mission”
[the Children’s Charity Initiative] has
raised over $150,000 for various charities
in the Memphis area. The combined
business skills, creativity, and dedication
of many MUS alums have helped to make
Carnival the social, community service,
and financial success that it has become.

While MUS gave them the skills needed
to achieve these leadership positions,
graduates contend that the basis for their
commitment and desire to do service was
instilled in them during high school years.
Collier believes that MUS not only encourages service, it teaches it. “It was very
much something I learned,” he says.
Crump agrees: “At MUS, community
service is such a focus. It becomes a
tradition with second- and third-generation MUS alumni. When young people see
their parents participating in service,
they too participate. It’s a natural progression. As a result, the community

Right: Bob Loeb
and Elizabeth
Wilson present
a donation to the
Children’s Charity
Initiative on
behalf of 2003
Carnival and
its Krewes.

MUS Carnival Kings
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Below: 1999
Carnival Queen
Katherine Wilson
and President
Bruce Hopkins
visit the Harwood
Center, one of
the charitable
organizations that
Carnival Memphis
supports.

leaders of a generation ago have passed
on their service mindset to the next
generation.” Needless to say, service
to others has become a tradition at
MUS, a piece of its own personal history.
One does not have to look far to find
evidence of this tradition. “Many of the
people I have been interacting with
[as Carnival King] – past leadership
and royalty – are either alums, parents
of alums, or in some way related to
MUS,” Loeb states. “Clearly, MUS does
a great job preparing its students to be
leaders, not only in Carnival but in the
community at large.”

1959:
1974:
1978:
1984:
1986:
1987:
1991:
1995:
2003:

George Humphreys ’31
Ben Woodson ’63
Goodloe Early ’59
John Dobbs ’62
Bruce Hopkins ’68
Jim Barton ’61
Chuck Smith ’66
John Canale ’63
Bob Loeb ’73

MUS Carnival Presidents
1958:
1963:
1976:
1981:
1982:
1983:
1986:
1987:
1991:
1992:
1994:
1999:

Palmer Brown ’26
George Humphreys ’31
Allen Morgan ’60
Ben Woodson ’63
Sam Rembert ’60
Frank Crump ’63
Chris Canale ’68
Stuart Collier ’73
Lane Carrick ’76
Lane Carrick ’76
Bob Loeb ’73
Bruce Hopkins ’68
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MEMPHIS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

A Community
of
Honor

“When Memphis UniGeo Holmes ’73, the video
versity School was founded
inspired discussion within
more than 100 years ago,
the school and alumni comforemost on the founders’
munity. It seemed that everyminds, beyond building a
one — parents, teachers,
school of the highest acaadministrators, current
demic caliber was instilling
students, and graduates alike
an ethic of honorable con— could share a different
duct in the young men atstory of the ways in which
tending the school.” This
MUS’s Honor System had
statement, written by screensomehow altered their lives.
writer Temple Brown ’81,
For Bloodworth, the notion
sits on the first page of a
of honor took on personal
loose script for a proposed
significance during his sevvideo about the Honor Code
enth-grade year when he
entitled, “Memphis Univermoved to MUS from a local
community of honor that it is, explain
sity School — A Community of
public school where he says cheating
the standards and traditions that
Honor.” “Admiring the success and
was rampant. “I had no idea,” he says,
students are expected to maintain, and
esteem of the University of Virginia’s
“that by changing schools, I would be
emphasize the importance of integrity
honor system,” the script goes on to
changing worlds. I came from a comin day-to-day interactions at school
say, “MUS’s founders Werts and Ray
munity of distrust and moved into one
and in the business world. In addition,
felt an honor system would foster a
of trust, unity, and integrity that
the family wished to instill in the
sense of trust and integrity in the
existed because of the Honor System.
incoming student “some fear of the
student body.” The video, the brainEmotionally, it was a tremendous
consequences for dishonorable behavchild of MUS parents Fran and Rusty
relief. I thought [an MUS education]
ior.” However, the message presented
Bloodworth ’63, is meant to explain
would be the greatest gift we could
would not be intended for students
this system and to leave a lasting
give our own children.”
alone. The video would also make
impression on its targeted audience —
English teacher Barbara Crippen
parents of incoming students aware of
new members of the MUS commurecognizes
this early sense of commuvarious aspects of the community into
nity. It sets out to convey to these
nity
in
her
seventh-grade
classes. “I
which their son would enter, particustudents and their families the impornotice
that
the
young
students,
all new
larly the Honor Code and the repertance placed on honor and integrity at
to
the
school,
take
great
pride
in
being
cussions of breaking this trust. With
MUS and the serious responsibility
a part of a school that is so different
this proposal, the outline of the video
inherent in participating in such a
from others through its code of
was set.
community of trust.
honor,” she comments. Like
Under the expert direction of
The Bloodworths presented the
Bloodworth, Crippen observes a
Brown and professional videographer
idea for the video over two
change in these boys as they
years ago. “In our society,
grow accustomed to MUS’s
there has been a breakdown of
way of life. “The students
honor in the schools,” Mrs.
become more aware of the
Bloodworth commented.
higher maturity level, im“Cheating has become stanproved self-esteem, and
dard practice. I’m glad that we
strength of character a sense
were able to send our sons
of honor can bring individuhere where honor has been
ally and as a group,” she says.
preserved.” In order to ensure
“”The school-wide emphasis
that incoming MUS students
on honor helps bond the
understand and commit themyoungest students to the
selves to the preservation of
MUS community.”
honor as past students have
Of course, the video
done, the Bloodworths prohighlights the obvious benRusty and Fran Bloodworth (center) with their growing family: Steve
posed creating a video that
efits of existing within a
Weber, Faith Bloodworth Weber, Christopher Bloodworth ’08, Jay
would present MUS as the
school such as MUS:
Mitchell, Elizabeth Bloodworth Mitchell, and Russell Bloodworth III ’01
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students are free to leave their lockers
unlocked, structure their own time
during free periods, and trust their
classmates not to lie, cheat, or steal.
But more important, the Honor Code
produces what Bloodworth calls
“hidden benefits.” “It changes the way
you view the world, others, and yourself,” he says. “It’s an internal will to
do right when nobody’s looking or
nobody cares. It’s something that’s
ingrained in MUS students.” Students
themselves recognize the lifelong
effects of the honor code as well.
“Here at MUS we learn life lessons,”
Honor Council President Andrew
Hooser ’04 said in his campaign
speech. “We are taught a code of
ethical conduct that we will carry with
us throughout our lives.”
Lou Adams ’70, father of three
boys who have attended or attend
MUS, is a testament to the effect of
these lifelong lessons. “Every day I use
skills and live by principles I learned
in my years at MUS,” he says,
“whether it is speaking and writing
clearly or dealing with a difficult
moral issue in the practice of plastic
surgery. As with all alumni, MUS had
a profound and lasting influence on
who and what I have become as an
adult.” Adams kept this influence in
mind when he and his wife, Connie,
made their contribution to the Doors
to New Opportunities Capital Campaign. “We saw a wonderful opportunity to contribute in a meaningful way
to the school that meant so much to
us,” Adams comments. The Adamses
later designated their gift for a project
that would enhance MUS’s Honor
System: the naming and decoration
of the Honor Council Room. Mrs.
Adams spearheaded the redecoration
process. Her vision
for the room centered on a round
table at which the
entire council could
sit. “She then found
an artisan who
could carve the

school’s name into the table top as he
crafted the table,” Adams says. “With
architects, decorators, and finish carpenters, [Connie] made real her vision
of the room as a handsome space with the
weight and feel we wanted it to portray.
I really think she did capture the ‘old
school’ boardroom ambiance very nicely.
We are proud of the message it sends.”
This solemn message of tradition will be
conveyed to viewers once again as the
Honor Council Room served as the backdrop for much of the video’s interview
process.
In short, the video makes clear that,
as a result of the Honor Code, MUS helps
to develop young men known not only for
their scholastic achievements but for their
integrity as well. It gives its students the
opportunity to learn to respect those who
have earned their respect and who subscribe to the same high standards of conduct, for nothing is more important than
acquiring the skills of self-reliance and
self-respect. Bloodworth maintains that
“MUS alumni make great businessmen,
spouses, and fathers. They are at an advantage because they know where they come
from and they bring it with them. As an
employer, my company hopes that it can
trust the people it hires. But with an MUS
grad, we know that we can trust them.”
MUS has given honor, an often intangible, abstract word, a face — a clear
definition. And the school has done it with
more than words. Honor at MUS is about
action; it is a way of life. According to
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood, “It’s the
real thing.”
To request a copy of “Memphis University
School — A Community of Honor,” call 901260-1300. DVD or VHS tape is available.

MEN OF HONOR
MUS HONOR COUNCIL
PRESIDENTS
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Claude Crawford
Bill Butler
Worth Brown
Lanny Butler
Archie McLaren
Dan McGown
Fred Smith
Wilson Barton
George Piper
Jim Jetton
Hal Rhea
Ford McDonald
Fred Groskind
Laurence Dobbins
Mac Caradine
George Dameron
John Stout
Jim Varner
Tom Preston
Price Morrison
Sam Varner
Turley Howard
Philip Adams
Dan Daniel
Jimmy Allen
David Rudolph
Dan Boyd
Glynn Alexander
Pat Schaefer
William Wadsworth
Andy McCarroll
Kepler Knott
Kevin Tilley
Holt Crews
Hootan Hidaji
Ben Gibson
John Sartelle
Tou Fue Lee
Pat Hickman
Trey Carr
Kennon Vaughan
Frank Laughlin
Matthew Ware
Norfleet Thompson
Justin Monday
Ben Adams
Gene Bledsoe
Marshall Goldsmith
Andrew Hooser

Inset: Connie and Lou Adams
Right: Meeting in the Honor Council
Room this past spring, Norman Thompson, advisor, discusses procedures with
the newly-elected Honor Council in
preparation for this school year.
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a
Southern

Gretires
entleman

at the close of the 2002-03 school year, our resident southern gentleman, A. Robert Boelte, Jr., retired after 34 years of service to the school.
Although his specialty throughout the years has been education and college
counseling, Boelte’s New Orleans roots, thick southern accent, and infectious
smile made even a simple conversation with him interesting.

Boelte’s tenure at
Boelte’s success in the field of college counseling has
MUS has taken him
established MUS as a well-respected institution among adfrom the classroom, to
missions professionals. “The high regard with which MUS is
the administrative ofheld in college admissions circles is a testament to the work
fice, to the college guidof Bob Boelte over the years and to the reputation of Bob as
ance conference room.
a man of integrity,” said Mr. Haguewood.
In each position he has
“All the years of being a college counselor have been
concentrated on indifun,” he said. “I’ve been able to see these young peoples’
vidual relationships
dreams come true. As their college counselor, you are not
with the students, and
only their advocate but also their confidante,” he said. He
they remember him for
remains close to the students who consistently update him on
that very reason. Many
their lives and successes in college, graduate school, and
of his former students
beyond.
honored Boelte at a reception, sponsored by the MUS Board
Despite his accomplishments in other areas of adminisof Trustees, at the Memphis Hunt and Polo Club on May 22.
tration, Boelte still believes the most important thing he ever
Parents, friends, and fellow faculty members also attended to
did was teach. “The relationship that educators have with
offer their good wishes on his retirement. Chairman of the
young people is a very, very important one. Teachers, coaches,
Board of Trustees Ben Adams ’74, Headmaster Ellis
and counselors can have a powerful influence on students.
Haguewood, and Coach Jerry Peters remarked on Boelte’s
The most important thing MUS offers our students is a respect
outstanding career. His MUS story began in 1969 when
for them. It is reflected in the Honor Code, in the teachers’
mutual friends arranged a meeting between Boelte and
close relationships with the students, in the administration’s
Colonel Ross M. Lynn, former MUS headmaster. At the time,
search for the best teachers, and in the expectations of the
Boelte was working for an insurance company but was not
trustees and the administration that our teachers will be
satisfied with the job. Colonel Lynn hired him to teach history
dedicated and do the best job possible,” he said.
and English, and it was just what Boelte wanted. “It was so
“I will miss this place so much. I can’t even imagine not
exciting to finally do what I wanted to,” said Boelte. “Every
being here every day,” he added. Although he will miss his
personality test or career assessment I had ever taken said I
friends here and seeing the boys every day, he looks back on
should be a teacher.”
his years at MUS with great affection.
His responsibilities increased with each passing year —
His final words on his three-and-a-half decade experiteaching English in grades 7-12, World Literature, Modern
ence at MUS — “Once an Owl, always an Owl.”
Literary Criticism, European History, and Ancient and
Medieval History, to name a few. In 1972, Mr. Boelte
inherited the daunting task of scheduling Friday chapel
speakers — a job which he said takes up far more time
than most people realize. “It was a fun job, though,
getting to meet all those entertainers, writers, religious
leaders, and public figures,” he said.
Perhaps his most significant and far-reaching
contribution to MUS is the establishment of a college
guidance program. In 1978, under the leadership of
Colonel Lynn, Boelte was named director of college
guidance and director of admissions. As the first professional college guidance counselor in the city of
Memphis, he attended various workshops and seminars and joined professional organizations to keep up
with trends in the industry and to network with colleagues for effective college placement procedures. He
began visiting college campuses to learn about admission standards, experience the cultures of various
schools, and talk candidly with the students and
At the reception in his honor, Boelte gathered for this picture with some of “his
admissions representatives.
boys:” Bob Loeb ’73, Lee Marshall ’75, Wiley Robinson ’75, Jay Stockley ’76,
Gregg Drew ’75, Stilly McFadden ’75, and (in front) Bob Winfield ’75.
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Faculty Profile
MUS Sings
High Praises
for Hiltonsmith

Recipient of the
Distinguished Teaching Award

aesthetic ability and sense of fairness,
Leigh MacQueen’s academics and interest
in pop music, and Jerry Peters’ longevity
and uncanny talent for dealing with students. And, whatever Hiltonsmith is doing,
it works. Many of his students continue to
pursue music once they have left MUS,
some even establishing their own a
cappella groups when one is not currently
in existence. Clearly, this continued involvement is a testament to the energy
and contagious love of music that Hiltonsmith displays
in his classroom and encourages in his students.
Beyond the walls of MUS, Hiltonsmith’s energies
focus on additional musical endeavors. He conducts
the Memphis Cotton Bowl Chorus and serves as the
organist at the Orpheum Theater, Saint Mary’s Catholic Cathedral, and the New Orleans Saegner Theatre
where he is currently restoring the pipe organ. And if
that is not enough, he also lends his tenor voice to
Ring Side, a competing barbershop quartet in which
one of his former students, Willie Mays ’94, sings bass.
Outside of the music world, Hiltonsmith spends time
refurbishing his home in Midtown, working on his
antique cars, and spending time with his daughters
Jennifer, 15, and Julia, 6.
Hiltonsmith says he is grateful to be teaching at an
institution where students are “responsible and serious
about what they’re doing. MUS doesn’t let anyone
slide through,” he comments. “And I like that.”

No one was more surprised than music teacher John
Hiltonsmith when he was named the 2002-03 Distinguished Teacher. The award, established and provided
by the generosity of John Murray Springfield, former
teacher and Hull Lower School principal, recognizes a
faculty member for his or her excellent command of and
passion for the subject material, positive influence on
MUS students, and interest in personal and professional
development. Each year, select members of the school’s
administration and Board of Trustees choose a recipient
who meets these qualifications. In speaking with his
students and fellow teachers, it is clear that Hiltonsmith
not only fulfills but exceeds these criteria.
Hiltonsmith earned his B.M.E. in secondary choral
music from the University of Memphis in 1983 and
taught in the city school system before coming to MUS
in 1984. He currently teaches eighth-grade Music and
Music Theory and Composition and conducts the Hull
Lower School Singers and Beg To Differ, the worldrenowned a cappella ensemble that he
founded in 1991. He describes his
teaching style as “relatively laid back”
and says he is passionate about what he
teaches, a trait he hopes to pass on to
his students. For Hiltonsmith, education
is more than the mastery of a single
subject – knowledge of the humanities
is essential to academic and personal
development. Therefore, he attempts to
tie history and current events – really
any applicable topic – into the information he teaches. For example, his
eighth-grade music class not only trains
students to discern the differences
between Mozart and Beethoven but
also requires them to examine art and
architecture and their relationship to
these composers’ famous works.
Hiltonsmith says his inspired teaching methods have their own inspirations
Hiltonsmith’s Beg To Differ singing group hits a high note with fans every time they perform.
in the form of his colleagues. He adThis summer, the group rehearsed heavily before stepping into the recording studio
mires Phillip Eikner’s ’77 incredible
in preparation for a future CD. The group has already released two other CD’s.
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Jerry Peters Wins
Outstanding Service Award
Jean Hale was a symbol of quiet grace, loyalty,
dedication, responsibility, and devotion to excellence.
The Jean Barbee Hale Award for Outstanding Service,
established by Jean’s husband, Ben Hale, upon her
retirement in 1998, honors her 24 years of service to
MUS. The award is given annually to a member of the
MUS family who lives up to those standards set by Jean
Hale: loyalty, commitment, dedication, discretion, and
consistency in a wonderful academic environment. Coach Jerry Peters
was named this year’s
recipient.
Prior to his arrival at
MUS in 1960, Peters
attended Rhodes College
Ben Hale congratulates Jerry Peters.
and went on to earn his
M.A. at the University of Memphis. Headmaster Ellis
Haguewood describes Peters as “the ideal teacher and
coach for an independent boys school.” As a young
teacher, he quickly established himself as a powerful force
both in the classroom and the athletic arena. He is “rigorous in his history and social studies classes, demanding on
the playing field, and unyielding in his efforts to get boys
to do the right thing,” Haguewood says. This rigor and
desire to see his students and players succeed has enabled
Peters, varsity basketball head coach since 1964, to
develop the premiere basketball program in the area. And,
with over 800 career victories under his belt, he has set a
state record for wins at a single school. Peters’ dedication
to his school, his sport, and his students truly meets those
standards set by Jean Hale, making him a more than
deserving recipient of the Outstanding Service Award.

Sons Judd and Jason and wife Ruth were on
hand when Peters received his award.
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25 YEARS AND STILL
GOING STRONG
The following administrators and faculty were honored this past spring with the Distinguished Service
Award for dedicating 25 years of their professional
lives to MUS.

BARRY RAY
Upper School Principal Barry Ray has dedicated his professional life to MUS — literally. A graduate of the University of the
South, Ray began his career at MUS in 1978 as a United States
history teacher immediately after receiving his degree in political
science. Since then, Ray has
served the school in various
“I thought I would
capacities as teacher, coach, and
administrator, always with his
be here for two or
signature tough but caring
three years and
approach to life and learning.
then move on...”
In 1990, he was named the
principal of the Hull Lower
School, and six years later, he became the Upper School principal,
a position he has held since. He also continues to teach a U.S.
history course.
When Ray first arrived at MUS, he never imagined he would
remain here for such a long period of time. “I thought I would be
here for two or three years and then move on to law school,” he
says. But those two or three years soon turned into 25. “I just
realized that this was where I wanted to be and what I wanted to
be doing,” Ray says. So, he returned to school at the University of
Memphis to acquire a Masters degree in education administration
gaining knowledge that he has drawn upon during his tenure as
principal. “Barry Ray gets to do a lot of the jobs that you and I
don’t want to do,” Headmaster Ellis Haguewood says. “He’s in
charge of all the discipline, the dirty work.” Yet, despite the
difficult nature of his position, Ray has become what Haguewood
calls “a strong leader at MUS. He is dedicated, committed to the
students and the school, and excited about working in this environment.” This energy and dedication is apparent in Ray’s dayto-day interactions with his students and colleagues; he never
forgets a name and cheerfully greets everyone he meets.
Among Ray’s fondest memories of MUS is the 1985 state
champion football team that he had the pleasure of coaching (he
has also coached wrestling, track, and baseball). In addition, he
treasures the relationships he has developed with students,
alumni, and his coworkers and refers to MUS as a “great atmosphere” in which to work. He calls his students “talented” and
“success-oriented,” qualities that Ray surely helps to enhance.
“Working with students here is a challenge,” Ray explains. “You
have to work hard to stay ahead of them in and outside the classroom.” Clearly, Ray enjoys taking on this challenge. In reference
to his 25 years of service to the school, Ray says, “It’s not a job.
It’s a home.” Ray’s presence at MUS has no doubt helped to
enhance this spirit of community.

marked the beginning of an exciting 25-year teaching career. The
event is not the only memory Shelton has of his early days at MUS.
He also fondly recalls former Lower School principal John Springfield, the annual termite storm in room five of the Hull Lower
School, and the years when the vast majority of the faculty could be
found smoking outside during their breaks.
Shelton earned his B.A. in English and Comparative Literature
and his M.A. from the University of Memphis. He was hired in the
spring of 1978 as a replacement for a teacher who was not going to
finish out the year and initially believed that this position would be
temporary. But, as he says, “Things that are dead hang around for a
long time.” He has been an integral part of the faculty ever since,
teaching junior A.P. English — Faulkner’s Sound and the Fury is a
JOAN RYAN
favorite — and three eighth-grade English classes. He says he
“[I] jumped at the
Joan Ryan has quite a bit of
enjoys answering students’ questions and prodding them to do
experience dealing with children;
things they do not necessarily feel comfortable doing. “There’s
chance to get out
she has seven of her own. Theresomething great about having a captive audience that knows less
of the house.”
fore, it will come as no surprise
than I do,” Shelton remarks, “because I just like talking.”
that Ryan spent her years prior
In the midst of all this talking, Shelton has managed to make
to working at MUS as a fulltime mom. When Ryan was made
quite an impression on his students, whether he realizes it or not.
aware of an opening for employment in the campus bookstore,
Recently, Paul Bunch ’03, a candidate for the 2003 United States
she jumped at the chance to “get out of the house.” Her responsiScholars program, named Shelton as his most influential teacher.
bilities in the bookstore soon expanded to include Lower School
“He gave me an appreciation for literature and a desire to become
secretarial duties, and, in 1978, Ryan
well read,” Bunch says. However, when
became the administrative assistant in
asked how he thinks his students might
the Hull Lower School. Members of
describe him, he responds in typical
the faculty and administration noticed
Shelton fashion: “Short, old, and tired.”
her efficiency and dependability, and,
“Demanding” might also be included in
in June of 1986, Ryan was named the
this list of adjectives, but Shelton beschool’s financial secretary.
lieves this description to be false, stating
Times have changed since Ryan
that he merely requires the boys to
first came to MUS. She cites the
think. Like Bunch, Headmaster Ellis
development of technology as evidence
Haguewood recognizes the positive
of this change, recalling the preimpact that Shelton has had on MUS:
computer days in which every office
“He is committed to his students and
had a typewriter. Yet Ryan, known for
their writing,” Haguewood says. “He
her organizational skills and no-nonspends great amounts of time working
Three for the record books: Barry Ray, Terry Shelton, and
sense approach to life, is not one to be
with individual students before and after
Joan Ryan, all serving a 25-year + life sentence at MUS.
left behind in the face of change. Upon
school. Terry Shelton is a man of wit
taking on the position of financial secretary, she took accounting
and keen intellect, and he brings that with him into the classroom.”
and computer classes at the University of Memphis, building
Reflecting on his 25 years at MUS, Shelton observes that while
upon the B.A. she earned at the University of Minnesota in 1953.
faculty members have come and gone, the students have remained
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood describes Ryan as “straightforward,
constant. “It’s interesting coming in as a kid,” Shelton remarks.
honest, dependable, and punctual. She’s not afraid to give advice,”
“Eventually, people start calling
he says. These qualities have allowed Ryan to successfully oversee
you ‘Mr.’ and ‘Sir.’ Suddenly,
“There’s something
the school’s financial well-being for the last 17 years. When not
you’re the white-haired person,
great about having
writing checks or keeping track of the school’s expenses, Ryan
old enough to be the dad, and
a captive audience
enjoys taking care of her home and spending time with her
then you move from dad to the
children and 16 grandchildren.
granddad situation, but the
that knows less
students stay the same. It’s very
than I do...”
TERRY SHELTON
strange.”
And what does Shelton do
“I liked it when Park Avenue caught fire 24 years ago. We
for fun? “I don’t have time for hobbies,” he says. “I mow the yard
had to evacuate the school and go out onto the playing fields. It
and grade essays.” Nevertheless, he does enjoy the times when he
was a perfectly pleasant way to spend the beautiful day,” English
gets an e-mail from a student he taught 15 years ago just saying
teacher Terry Shelton says with a smile. The fire, caused by a gas
hello. Still, Shelton comments, “I’m not sure I’d trust anyone I
main break, occurred soon after Shelton arrived at MUS, followtaught to cut me open.”
ing the year he spent teaching at the University of Memphis, and
“My hope and prayer,” Ray says, “is that I have a positive
impact on this school that has become so much a part of me. My
thanks to all those student-athletes, parents, and co-workers who
have become a special part of my life.” It is safe to say that he has
had such an effect. When he’s not cheering on MUS athletic
teams, making announcements in chapel, or telling boys (microphone in hand) to make sure that their tables in the cafeteria are
clean before they leave, Ray enjoys spending time with his wife,
Patty [also an educator, Upper School Principal at St. Mary’s
Episcopal School], his two stepsons, and his grandson. No time
for hobbies. “MUS is my hobby,” he says. “It’s more than a
hobby.”
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First Annual Rogers Leadership Forum
Brings Renowned Speaker to Memphis
Judy and King Rogers, parents
of King Rogers IV ’98
’98, provided an
endowment in 2000 to fund annual
leadership development programs
for MUS students. The income from
the fund provides the resources for
a renowned speaker on leadership
and quarterly workshops for juniors
and seniors. Dr. Deepak Chopra is
as renowned a speaker as MUS
could have hoped to acquire for the
first Rogers Leadership Forum this
past spring. Thanks to the invaluable assistance of Gayle Rose,
mother of Morgan ’04 and Max ’07
’07,
who was instrumental in attaining
Dr. Chopra, the world-renowned
author and speaker talked to the
student body about “The Soul of
Leadership.”
Author of more than 35 books
published on every continent, Dr.
Chopra is one of the world’s greatest leaders in the field of mind-body
medicine. He creatively, and at
times controversially, joins Western
and Eastern thinking in his approach to leadership education. He
is currently the director of education
at the Chopra Center for Well Being
and has served as the chief of staff
at the Boston Regional Medical
Center. His teaching affiliations
include Tufts University and Boston
University School of Medicine. In
addition, Dr. Chopra has worked on
various global projects with Nobel
Prize winners and international
leaders, such as Nelson Mandela,
Oscar Arias, and Mikhail Gorbachev.
During the forum and small
group discussions following his talk,
Dr. Chopra applied his brilliant
insights to global, national, and
organizational leadership. He described the global or national leader
as a servant, a symbol of a collective dream of his or her followers.
Citing examples such as Gandhi,
Nehru, Mother Teresa, and Nelson
Mandela, he stated that to under26
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stand the nature of a leader, one
must examine the “entire field of
activities in which the leader is
found.” That is, one must associate
the leader with the culture, needs,
and dreams of the people in the
surrounding environment. According
to Chopra, leaders and followers
“co-create each other” in pursuit of
a common vision with the leader as
a “catalyst for transformation” and
a symbol of a “collective soul.”

Dr. Deepak Chopra

The Soul of Leadership

and naturally influencing each
other. Seen in this way, then, the
successful leader must become
aware of and emphasize relationships among all members of an
organization. He or she must also
adapt to the needs of individuals
within the group. Examples include
individuals’ needs for belonging,
independence, or increased selfesteem to which the effective leader
might respond with inclusiveness,
delegation of authority, or advocacy.
Chopra stated that it is only a
leader with the “expanded soul,”
one who is relationship oriented and
inclusive who is capable of such
awareness and adaptation (as
opposed to the “constricted,” exclusive leader). He or she who understands the “soul of leadership,”
then, recognizes him or herself as
responsible for creating an inclusive, relationship oriented environment and simply asks others, “What
do you need? What are your desires?” And when these needs are
met and desires are fulfilled, the
organization’s members and leaders
will work together like waves in the
sea on a calm day.
Dr. Chopra certainly met our
desires for the morning’s program.
Our students learned that to be
effective leaders, they must first
build relationships with those they
serve and understand the hopes
and dreams of those they lead.
They must be inclusive to be successful. Many thanks to King and
Judy Rogers and to Gayle Rose for
making the inaugural forum a success.

While leaders such as those
mentioned above impacted others
on a grand scale, those who successfully lead organizations or
corporations are no different in
nature. They too are servants.
Chopra commented that
effective leaders and
followers at the organizational level do not function in a linear relationship. Instead, they interact with each other in a
“co-created field of interdependent activities” with
all members of the group
impacting others
King and Judy Rogers, along with their son, King ’98 (far right)
in a complex system of
greet Deepak Chopra at the reception following the forum
relationships like waves
where guests had the opportunity to meet the
guest speaker and talk further with him.
in the ocean, reciprocally
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MUST C Produces Hits
Love conquers
all as Dauntless
(JK Minervini),
and Fred
(Whitney
Branan) at last
together end the
show. Dauntless
gets his lovely
princess, and
Fred finally
gets to sleep.
Queen Aggravain (Sasha Castroverde) and the three Ladies in Waiting
(Mari Earle, Ansley Fones, and Lary Goodwin) continue to plan mischief
calculated to keep frazzled Winnifred (“Fred”) awake. The Nightingale
(Ash Carney) supplied to apply the soporifics watches in bemusement.

Once upon a Mattress
As Frank Sinatra used to croon, “Fairy tales can come true. It can
happen to you, if you’re young at heart.”
The tale of “The Princess and the Pea” came true this spring in
the MUST C production of Once upon a Mattress, featuring a talented
cast and crew of young-hearted performers and technicians.
This Broadway musical recounts the comical courtship efforts of
Princess Fred (Whitney Branan), who journeys to the castle of the
imperious Queen Aggravain (Sasha Castroverde) and her mute husband, King Sextimus (Conor Quinn), as a suitor to their son, Prince
Dauntless the Drab (JK Minervini). Meanwhile, Sir Harry (Eric
Wilson) and Lady Larken (Elizabeth Sharpe), who yearn to wed,
scheme to hook up Fred with Dauntless to circumvent the queen’s
royal decree that no one may marry before the prince. After the Queen
has insisted that Fred prove her qualifications as princess by passing a
specially designed test, the Jester (Houston Hagewood) and Minstrel

Hoping to free Lady Larkin (Elizabeth Sharpe) from the burden of
plot complications the Jester (Houston Hagewood), the Minstral
(Walter Klyce), and the King (Conor Quinn) sing of the pleasures
of an extended vacation in Normandy.

(Walter Klyce) conspire to help Lady Larken by tricking the Wizard
(Danny Travis) into divulging the contents of the test ahead of time.
In true fairy-tale fashion, all who deserve it live happily ever after.
Dressed in an assortment of colorful Italian commedia dell-arte
gowns, tunics, pantaloons, outlandish hats, and masks, the remainder
of the cast included Lary Goodwin, Mari Earle, Ansley Fones, Alex
Chinn, Mike Schaeffer, Will Hickman, Parker Long, David
Minervini, Preston Battle, Tierney Bamrick, Caitlin Bamrick, Carly
Crawford, Karly Schledwitz, Ash Carney, Ed Porter, Heather
Nadolny, Molly Quinn, Chelsea Chandler, Jeff Posson, Morgan
Beckford, Rachel Weeks, Louise Smythe, and Jennifer Hiltonsmith.
Backstage work included direction by Flip Eikner ’77, design
by Andy Saunders, musical direction by John Hiltonsmith, choreography by Kimberly Baker, and costumes by Debbie Jacobs. Nathan
Haynes stage managed, and Kevin Hollinger ran the light board.

In the first act finale Dauntless the Drab tells the attending Knights he
is in love with a “girl named Fred” while the erstwhile princess
demonstrates her amazing weight-lifting abilities.
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s Hits...MUST C Produces Hits...MUST C Produces Hits...MUST C Produces Hits...MUST C Produ

Harvey

Elwood P. Dowd once again presented the case for “nice” as
a pair of MUS students produced Mary Chase’s comedy classic
Harvey as the final MUST C production of the recent school year.
Eric Wilson played Elwood, a gentle dipsomaniac befriended by an invisible six-foot rabbit named Harvey. Elwood’s
relatives (Lary Goodwin and Sasha Castroverde) worry about his
sanity; doctors, nurses, and lawyers (Spencer Dailey, Alex
Chinn, Louise Smythe, and Walter Klyce) argue the most fitting
medical treatments; and an over-zealous hospital
orderly (Jeff Posson) tries to give everyone in sight a
bath. Meanwhile, Elwood quietly spreads his optimistic belief that every situation holds promise, all
people are worth meeting, and every dream is worth
pursuing. Others in the cast included Chris Beck,
Molly Quinn, Ansley Fones, and Mari Earle.
Seniors Conor Quinn and Houston Hagewood
directed. Andy Saunders designed the set.

Mrs. Chumley (Ansley
Fones) is entranced by
the good natured
Elwood P. Dowd (Eric
Wilson) as they
exchange phone
numbers: Elwood loves
to meet new people.

Doctors Sanderson and
Chumley (Spencer Dailey,
Alex Chinn) question Veta
Louise (Lary Goodwin) about
her acquaintance with
Elwood and Harvey.

Elwood’s (Eric Wilson) easy manner makes new
friends of the sanitorium’s staff. Nurse Kelly (Louise
Smythe) and Dr. Lyman Sanderson (Spencer Dailey)
find Elwood’s philosophy gentle and appealing.

Aunt Ethel Chauvenet (Mari Earle) is amazed when
Elwood (Eric Wilson) introduces her to his friend Harvey.
Harvey, of course, is a six foot tall invisible rabbit.
Myrtle Mae (Sasha Castroverde) and Veta Louise (Lary
Goodwin) are aghast at the pending social disaster.
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After a harrowing
night chased by Harvey,
Dr. Chumley (Alex Chinn)
blathers something
unintelligible to the asylum
strongman Duane Wilson
(Jeff Posson).

Veta Louise (Lary Goodwin) is convinced that Chumley’s sanitorium
is really a front for “white slavers” after she is mistakenly detained
because of Harvey. Myrtle Mae (Sasha Castroverde) is chagrined, but
Judge Omar Gaffney (Walter Klyce) merely considers the whole affair
a nuisance keeping him from “the Club.”

ces Hits...MUST C Produces Hits...MUST C Produces Hits...MUST C Produces Hits..MUST C Pro

The Good Doctor

Chekhov (Justin Willingham) listens incredulously to the
policeman’s (Adam Del Conte) explanation that a good drowning
is only worth sixty kopecs. The drowner (Conor Quinn) requests
more since his show is the best on the dock.

This summer’s Alumni MUST C Production was The Good Doctor, Neil
Simon’s updating of the early short stories of Anton Chekhov. Three MUS
theater alumni, Justin Willingham ’01, Christian Schmitt ’01, and Lary
Goodwin, collaborated to produce and direct this most entertaining
pastiche.
The five performers including Willingham, Adam Del Conte ’02,
Conor Quinn ’03, Sasha Castroverde, and Goodwin portrayed a number
of different characters in scenes which varied from the hysterically funny to
the whimsical to the pathetic. Neil Simon’s script was filled with wit and
wonderful one-liners. The wit and nuance of the various scenes was heightened with a set designed by Christian Schmitt in which the audience was
placed on stage with the actors. An entertaining two hours passed much
too quickly as these MUS veterans put on “a really good show.”
Mike Schaeffer stage managed. The running crew included Trey
Bowden, William Brandon, Michelle Castroverde, Andrew Glenn ’03,
Even Herrera,
Kevin Hollinger,
Lacye Lamier, Marian
Phillips, and Molly
Quinn.

Cherdyakov (Conor Quinn) is convinced the general’s
(Adam Del Conte) affability masks some upper class
manipulation while, in fact, the general could just care less.

Nina Zarechnaya (Sasha
Castroverde) listens carefully to the
voice of the unseen director at the
back of the theater. To make this
audition Nina had to walk four days
from Odessa to Moscow.

Cherdyakov
(Conor Quinn)
splatters his
boss General
Brassilov (Adam
Del Conte) with
an aberrant
sneeze at the
opera. Madame
Brassilov (Sasha
Castroverde)
and Madame
Cherdyakov
(Lary Goodwin)
react accordingly.

For a moment Peter Semyonych (Justin
Willingham) is uncertain in his response
to the other man’s wife (Lary Goodwin),
who pleads for his understanding.
Peter makes the right choice,
and she returns to her husband.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
MUS Theater • Hyde Chapel

Antigone
October 23-25

Oklahoma!
April 1-3

Call 260-1300
for ticket information.
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Soul Men

TEMPLE BROWN

Not many people would
associate MUS and Stax records,
the long gone ’60s and ’70s soul
label out of South Memphis.
But with the recent opening of
the Stax Museum of American
Soul Music and Stax Music
Academy, the Stax family now
includes MUS alums Staley
Cates ’82, Andy Cates ’89,
Mark Crosby ’79, Sherman
Willmott ’84, Robert Gordon
’79, and Temple Brown ’81.
It all started in 1997 when
Staley Cates, President of
Southeastern Asset Management,
wanted to know if there was a
way to recreate the legendary
Stax Records music studio. He
called Memphis music maven
and Shangri-La Music founder,
Sherman Willmott, and asked
him to research the possibility of
rebuilding something on the
original site that would better the
community.
By mid-1998, thanks in large part to Willmott’s work, it had become clear that such a project was
indeed worthwhile, but it would require significant real estate development expertise, including having
someone that could help sell major donors and government leaders on the project. Staley called his
brother Andy in Dallas and asked that he move back to his hometown to serve as board chairman and
project developer. After having recently completed a large office project in Dallas, Andy accepted “because
it was a challenging neighborhood revitalization project that was going to improve Memphis and the city’s
self-image. Allison and I were happy in Dallas but I was not doing anything to make it a better city, nor
was I particularly motivated to, and this was fun and hugely rewarding.”
Soulsville’s mission? To acquire the old Stax lot and adjoining land and build a museum and music
academy that would honor the Stax legacy and serve at-risk youth, all while anchoring lasting renewal in a
poverty stricken enclave of our city. A worthy project indeed.

The brother-and-sister team of
Estelle Axton and Jim Stewart
founded Stax in 1959.
All photos are courtesy
of Fantasy Records
except as noted.
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The Soulsville project truly began almost
half a century ago when a local banker and parttime country fiddler named Jim Stewart teamed
up with his older sister, Estelle Axton, to open a
recording studio in South Memphis. Neither
Stewart nor his sister had any real experience in
the music business. But the success of nearby Sun
records made things look easy. Axton took out a
mortgage to get things started, and with a little
elbow grease from Stewart and others, Stax (i.e.,
STewart and AXton) opened for business. It was
1959.
To many people Stax was the southern
counterpart to Motown, its far more famous and
economically successful rival. But unlike Motown,
Stax did not aim its music at the pop market of
white teenagers. Owing in large part to the
racially mixed neighborhood around Stax, the
“little label that could” brought forth its own
sound — a “Memphis” sound. It was the untouched-up sound of local folks — both black and
white — making music for themselves and having
fun doing it. Songs were laid down all at once,
live. Feeling was really the only thing that
mattered. If the take with the most feeling was
full of mistakes, it didn’t matter. That was the
record that got pressed and put out on the radio.
Stax artists included Otis Redding, Isaac
Hayes, Rufus and Carla Thomas, Booker T. and
the MGs, the Staple Singers, and Sam and Dave.
Their music, songs like “Soul Man,” “Hold On
I’m Coming,” “(Sittin’ On) The Dock of the
Bay,” “Try a Little Tenderness,” “Theme from
Shaft,” and “Respect Yourself,” helped establish
the new sound coming out of Memphis. Over the
course of its 15-year history, Stax produced more
than 800 singles, 300 albums, 237 top ten hits,
and 15 number ones. Other studios in Memphis
and in the region, most notably Muscle Shoals,
Alabama, copied the sound coming out of Stax.
By the late ’60s this new sound, this “soul” music,
had crossed over to the mainstream and found a
way to compete with mighty Motown.

The Staple Singers appealed to both the
Gospel and Soul markets.
The Stax house band, Booker T. and the MG’s, was inducted
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1992: (in front)
organist Booker T. Jones, (standing) Duck Dunn on bass,
Steve Cropper on guitar, and Al Jackson on drums.

Otis Redding was on the brink of
stardom when he died tragically in
a plane crash in 1967.

agreed with Crosby, a twice-published photographer with a musical background in addition to
practicing law, and put him in charge of the
project. According to Andy, “Like so many people
on this predestined project, Mark was the perfect
person for a crucial role. Because of his numerous
and seemingly unrelated talents, it quickly became
apparent that he was eerily born for this job and
that it was going to go beyond intellectual rights.”
Crosby said, “They asked me to help them
decide on how many films there should be and to
help get them produced. I became the museum’s
de facto film producer.” The search for this
material led Crosby around the country and the
world. He has met with filmmakers, film and photo
archivists, collectors, music critics, and musicians
and produced more than 25 short films on behalf
of the museum. But, he maintains that he could not
have done it without the help of his fellow MUS
alumni Robert Gordon and Temple Brown, whom
Crosby put to work making nearly half the
museum’s short films. In addition to his Stax work,
Brown might as well have been MUS’s filmmakerin-residence last year, having directed short films
for MUS on school spirit and the Honor System
(see page 20). Gordon recently published a critically
acclaimed biography on Muddy Waters (see page
40) and has long covered Memphis music for a
variety of publications. He’s currently making a
short film on William Eggleston. In addition to
making films for the Stax museum, Gordon also
wrote all the text in the museum. Andy added,
“Robert was there for us in the clutch, and he did
an amazing job on the text panels. He and Temple
were two of the many unsung project makers.”
The climax of the five-year Soulsville effort
came in the midst of a weeklong celebration in late
April and early May of this year when Stax held a
concert to commemorate the opening of its 17,000
square foot museum. It was, as President and CEO
of the Memphis Convention and Visitors Bureau
Kevin Kane wrote in a letter to The Commercial
Appeal, “pure Memphis magic.” Performers

included Stax and Memphis legends Al Green,
Mavis Staples, the Bar-Kays, Booker T. and the
MGs, Isaac Hayes, and Solomon Burke. “Never
has this city or any other city seen such an assembly of talent and artistry paying homage to its
roots,” Kane wrote. “Stax is back.”
The Stax legacy was honored once again this
past August when PBS broadcast the museum’s
opening concert. PBS will continue to broadcast
the special over the next three years and will make
it available to the public on DVD, CD, and home
video. “It’s a wonderful way for Stax to get out to
the world,” Crosby says. “Everybody knows the
Stax songs, but almost no one knows where they
came from. Televising the opening concert was an
effort to change that. Crosby served as the special’s
executive producer — simply another expression of
his desire to celebrate his city’s proud past.
But why have these MUS alumni given so
much of themselves to Stax and the Soulsville
project? “One of the things that’s made this project
so successful is that it’s not about any individuals,”
Andy Cates said in an interview with The Commercial Appeal. Adds Robert Gordon, “I was attracted
to the project because it involved a neighborhood
revitalization. And the bonus of reuniting with old
friends was as fun as School Day Picture Day.”
Temple Brown agrees. “To play a roll in preserving such an important part of Memphis was an
honor all by itself. Working professionally with my
fellow MUS alums was the icing on the cake.”
“I think we all, each of us, came to absorb the
extent of the Stax legacy by our involvement,”
observes Crosby. “The spirit of the place, the
people, and, most of all, the music drew out the
best in all of us. I am so grateful for being given
the chance to be a part of it.”
In the music of Stax — the soul music of the
South — feeling was of primary importance. It was
about touching souls and uniting cultures. And
today, thanks in part to some MUS alums, it’s
doing it again.

TEMPLE BROWN

Despite the growing success of its artists and
music, Stax fell on hard times and by 1975 was
forced into involuntary bankruptcy. Its doors were
padlocked and its assets were auctioned off. The
empty studios were donated to a local church that in
1989 demolished them to make room for a community center that never materialized. Although many
had tried for something better, for years a cast-iron
historical marker served as the only reminder of the
birthplace of soul. That is, until recently.
“What we envisioned was just something
better than the plaque,” Staley Cates told The
Commercial Appeal. So the Cates brothers, serving
on a racially-mixed board whose members included
Deanie Parker, former Stax publicist, and George
Johnson, former president of Lemoyne-Owen
College (adjacent to Stax), decided to do their best
to change things. Working together, they raised
$20 million, enlisting city, county, state, and even
federal support, not to mention the all-important
support and trust of the Stax artists themselves and
the surrounding Soulsville community. The Plough
Foundation was the first major foundation to
embrace the project, contributing $3 million to the
development. The Hyde Family Foundation (Pitt
Hyde graduated from MUS in 1961) was another
initial supporter providing a significant gift to help
operate the Stax Music Academy.
In late 1998, Andy Cates called close friend
and fellow 1989 graduate Andrew Crosby and
asked if his brother Mark was still practicing
intellectual property law in New York. Soulsville
needed someone to identify and resolve the
museum’s numerous clearance issues. Andy Cates
said, “I knew that we would need a lawyer that we
totally trusted to guide us through a world that we
did not fully understand.”
Over time, Crosby’s role within the organization expanded significantly. “I began to suggest to
the newly-formed board that it allocate as much
money as possible toward developing (and clearing)
for the museum’s use as much film and video
content as it could afford,” Crosby said. The board

Mark Crosby surveying the current
progress of Soulsville USA

Carla Thomas with
drummer Al Jackson
Rufus Thomas doin’ the Funky Chicken

Isaac Hays at WattStax, 1972
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Influencing U.S.-

China Relations

By Melanie Threlkeld-McConnell

There is at least one lesson Adam
Segal ’86 learned at Memphis University School that has taken him successfully to the other side of the world and
back: how to communicate effectively
no matter what language you speak.
Segal is a Maurice R. Greenberg
Senior Fellow in China studies at the Council on
Foreign Relations, a nonpartisan think tank in New
York, and the author of Digital Dragon: High Technology Enterprises in China (see page 40). The book is the
product of his Ph.D. dissertation on China and technology. He earned his bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate degrees at Cornell University. He also earned a
Master of Arts in Law and Diplomacy from The
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University.
Segal, who is fluent in Chinese, spent 1995-1998
traveling and living in Beijing and Shanghai, studying China’s response to the “next wave of technology.” He was curious about how China was preparing itself to compete in a high tech environment on a
global scale. He studied companies that were comparable to IBM in the United States and how the Chinese government was trying to encourage high-tech
growth. He also noted the challenges and barriers
faced by high-tech entrepreneurs.
What he found was that China was farther behind than he expected. Internet access was just starting and was fairly hard to find, he said. “You could
set up your own account, but it was difficult. I found
that the people I interviewed, mostly young people
right out of school, all were very aware of what was
going on in the States. They were very interested in
these big American firms and how China was going
to compete.”
The people were ambitious, he noticed. The
problem was capital. “There was just not enough
money, no venture capitalist,” he said. “China is
moving from a state-planned communist economy to
a more market-based economy. It’s still in a transitional stage. If you’re starting a company [in China],
nobody really knows who owns what.”
Interest in China has peaked, Segal said, because
of the SARS outbreak. “The Chinese generally don’t
like embarrassing information,” he said. “China
knows it has to globalize to be technologically competitive. So they’re trying to do that. Something like
SARS, China hasn’t learned that globalization also
has some responsibility.”
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Segal said that the United States’
“hot and cold” relationship with China
is changing because it has to. “There’s
no way we’re going to avoid having a
relationship with what will one day be
one of the biggest economies in the
world,” he said.
And that’s where his role on the Council on Foreign Relations comes in. “Our responsibilities are to
write about China and how it influences U.S. foreign
policy,” he said, noting he was the author of a report
released recently by the Council on Chinese Military
Power.
The council is comprised of a former secretary of
defense and two former assistant secretaries of state
along with a former CIA director and former ambassador to China, among others. “To be working with
these people is an amazing honor,” he said. “Sometimes I look around the table and say ‘what am I
doing here?’”
So how did a southern boy from Memphis end
up with a taste for international politics and economics? His college professors told him China was the
future. “When I went away to college, I knew I was
interested in something international,” said Segal,
who is married and has a daughter. So he took numerous classes in Chinese culture and studied the
language for four years. He was hooked. “China was
undergoing such unbelievable changes, rapid
changes in all aspects of Chinese life,” he said. “We
just didn’t know very much about China. There
weren’t very many people in the states studying
China and Chinese politics and language.”
But the seed for a career in international studies
started at MUS with former history teacher Craig
Schmidt, Segal said, because of Schmidt’s own interest in international affairs. Segal also credited three
MUS English teachers for teaching him to be an effective communicator. “Success is being able to express
yourself and ideas clearly,” Segal said, and Norman
Thompson, Terry Shelton, and Lin Askew helped him
learn to do just that.
Obviously, the Council on Foreign Relations
values Segal for those lessons he learned. “It’s a great
job and a great opportunity,” Segal said modestly.
Melanie Threlkeld-McConnell is interim editor of
Adventure in the Smokies and a frequent contributor to
MUS Today. A Missouri native, she lives with her husband and son in Waynesville, North Carolina.
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Zach Dailey, Lewis Smith, and
Vanderbilt Head Coach Ken Flach

The Season That Vanderbilt
By Paul Murray ’97

Ask any Vanderbilt fan what is the biggest roller coaster ride he’s been on in the past two
years, and he’ll likely tell you it was watching the Vanderbilt men’s tennis team’s unprecedented
rise to glory. From an overall 11-14 losing season with a post-season run that only went as far as
the second round in the SEC Tournament in 2002, the Commodores entered the 2003 season
blazing a trail of victories that was only quelled in the final match of the NCAA Championship
match against Illinois, which Vandy only lost 4-3 in a gut-wrenching finale. The team finished
the 2003 season with a 27-4 record, turning heads nationwide and setting precedents for the
future of the tennis program. What forces were at work here? What alchemic mix took virtually
the same team to two ends of the finishing block in two back-to-back seasons? MUS alumni
Lewis Smith ’00 and Zach Dailey ’00 have been playing for the Commodores for the past
three years. The two lived five minutes apart from each other in Memphis and were teammates
at MUS where they won three consecutive state doubles titles. Lewie and Zach shed some light
on Vandy’s remarkable turnaround.
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The most important thing to understand, according to
both players, is that last year the losses were so close. In the
SEC in 2002, the Commodores had a 1-11 record, but
seven of those matches were lost 4-3. “It was really demoralizing to lose that way again and again,” says Dailey.
Coming out of the season with that feeling and a No. 32
ranking to drive it home was a difficult ordeal for the team,
but they were able to gain a glimpse of how easily the scales
might have been tipped the other way. As they began to
prepare for the 2003 season, they felt that only a small push
was needed to get them moving in the right direction. As it
happened, they got several. Eddie Coates, a former Commodore, joined the team as an assistant coach. A recent
graduate himself, Coates fell in quickly with the young
squad, most of whom remembered him being on the team,
and was an intense, young training partner for the players.
Another push was the transfer of Matt Lockin, a sophomore from the University of Michigan, who brought a
solid game to Vanderbilt. But the most important factor, in
Zach Dailey’s opinion, was the tremendous shift in attitude
precipitated by the previous season’s heavy losses. “Last
summer, after the season ended, everyone just decided to
work a lot harder. Lewie and I were in summer school and
living in Nashville, so we had the chance to spend time

Andy Campbell & Team
Win National Championship

with Coach Flach and some of the other guys, conditioning, running, and preparing ourselves for next season.”
As the 2003 season got underway, it became apparent
that despite the almost identical roster, the Commodores
were a completely different squad. They decimated their
first four opponents, three of them with 7-0 scores. Dailey
puts it modestly, “We stepped it up.” But as the team
headed to their first regular-season SEC match, their
newfound resolve would be tested. Dailey: “We lost our
first SEC match to Arkansas, 4-3. There was an elevenhour bus ride back to Nashville through a rainstorm. We
finally got back at about four in the morning, and the
whole way we were thinking, ‘This is just like last year.
What’s happened? We were ranked higher then they were,
we should have won.’” “But,” says Smith, “we got some
experience and learned how tough we would have to play
this year to compete at the SEC level.” It was a lesson the
team learned virtually overnight, and they returned with an
aggressive battery of victories. By the end of the regular
season, the Dores had a 19-3 record, with a 9-2 record in
SEC play. In the SEC Tournament, they toppled Georgia
(4-0), Ole Miss (4-1), and finally No. 2-ranked Florida (40) to take the conference title. “Once you get into the postseason, it’s all about momentum,” says Smith. “We came

T

By Harvey Kay ’01

he weekend couldn’t have fallen into place
any better if we had planned it. Three old friends,
reunited by a fourth, had come to see their amigo
vanquish an all too familiar opponent. Tread
Thompson ’01, Paul Gillespie ’01, and I
[Harvey Kay ’01] felt it our calling to come watch
former MUS Owl point guard Andy Campbell
’01, now a Williams College Fighting Eph, march
into the NCAA Division III Final Four. For those
of you who don’t know Campbell, he is a 6 foot,
1 inch combo guard who is 180 pounds of twisted
steel and a scholar who was a very capable salutatorian at 6191 Park Avenue. He is a player that
Coach Jerry Peters describes as “having an impact
on and off the court during his time at MUS” and
“a tireless worker, with a willingness to learn, who
A Thompson ’98, Parish Taylor ’96, Paul Gillespie, Andy Campbell,
became better than anyone thought he would be.”
Tread Thompson, and Harvey Kay
That is high praise from the MUS Father of
Basketball, and inherent in Peters’ comments is Campbell’s defining element: hard work.
Campbell gave us the lowdown on the four teams in fair Salem, Virginia, who were gearing up for the war at hand, all
alike in dignity: The College of Wooster, Hampden-Sydney, Gustavus Adolphus University, and the good guys, Williams
College. The drama of the weekend was heightened even more with the presence of another disciple of the Peters’ school of
basketball theory, Dunkin’ Dave Wilson ’99. The first pairings were Williams vs. Wooster and Gustavus Adolphus vs.
Hampden-Sydney. As the three former Owls surveyed the Wooster team on the court, we didn’t seem to understand how
they had arrived as one of the final teams. All their guards looked scrawny and weak, and all their post players were a bit on
the hefty side. They were contrasted strongly by Williams who sported All-American junior guard Mike Crotty and soon-
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The match went all the way
into the post-season hard and
to the bottom of the lineup,
didn’t let up.”
with Lewie Smith in the No.
The team took the month
6 position facing off against
between the SEC and NCAA
Illinois’ Chris Martin. With
tourneys to relish their firstthe game point on the line,
ever SEC Championship, but
Lewie called Martin’s serve
they didn’t lose their vigor
out. Whether it was out or
enjoying the view. They came
not is a matter of varied
to the NCAA tournament in
opinion. Says Smith, “It was
Athens, Georgia, trailing
really, really, really close.”
national headlines, and seBut the line judge made the
cured a quick 4-1 victory over
A match between Vandy and Ole Miss last March in Oxford was
the scene of an MUS tennis reunion between Ben Cousins ’95,
overrule, and point, match,
Texas A&M. And although a
Zach Dailey ’00, Lewis Smith ’00, Coach Bill Taylor,
and NCAA crown went to
heated debate over whether
Mason Cousins ’99, and Hays Mabry ’04.
Illinois.
teams should be allowed to
At the end of the season, though, there’s nothing to be
stack their post-season lineups with international players
disappointed about on the Vandy squad. They finished the
questioned the sportsmanship of certain teams, it didn’t
season ranked fourth nationally, tied with Baylor, going
affect the All-American Commodores, who blew by No. 2
farther into the post-season than any tennis team in univerBaylor 4-0. With a narrow 4-3 victory over UCLA, the
sity history. In addition, Zach and Lewie finished the
Vandy Tennis squad found themselves staring at the chamseason with an 11-0 doubles record, earning the No. 3
pionship match. They were one of the most unlikely
doubles spot on the NCAA All-Tournament Team. In
NCAA finalists in the tournament’s history.
previous collegiate seasons, both had played with other
The Commodores were eventually upset by top-ranked
partners but never with this degree of success. Dailey
Illinois, who were also after their first national tennis title.

to-be tournament hero Ben Coffin, not to mention
Campbell, who constantly felt the Yoda-like presence of
Coach Peters guiding him. Wooster, though, proved to be
quite able in the paint as star forward Bryan Nelson corralled 29 points to make the game close. Overtime came
and with under four seconds left, Campbell checked into
the game to make the oh-so-important “full court heave.”
(Noting that Campbell was sporting some increased
muscle mass and a strong throwing arm, Amigo 1, Tread
Thompson, wondered outloud if Campbell wouldn’t have
made a good high school quarterback. This led to loud
protests by Amigo 2 and famed MUS QB, Paul Gillespie,
who suggested that the quarterback position was about
much more than strength or talent.) Drew Demuth, center
and captain for Williams, calmed our nerves and assuaged
our fears as he tipped in the winning basket to rocket the
Fighting Ephs into the finals. The night’s joy and the
possibility of an Owl-on-Owl ballgame were both halted as
the Tigers of Hampden-Sydney and Dave Wilson lost a
tough game to the team that would turn out to be a familiar enemy: the Gustavus Adolphus Gusties.
After meeting with Campbell and gaining assurance
that the team was ready for the next day, the three comrades were then able to turn our minds to the task at hand,
fostering a strong dislike for Gustavus Adolphus. With a
nickname like the Gusties, it wasn’t hard to dislike them,

but as the game neared, our realization of the situation
sharpened, and we were suddenly transformed from obscurity into brightness. This was a picture of what we had
experienced all throughout high school. Gustavus
Adolphus was a church-based school that had annoying
fans and players who had white Afro’s and probably listened to Widespread a lot. Being children of the D1/D2
split, Thompson, Gillespie, and I reckoned this game as an
equivalent to any of the late ’90s, early ’00s battles against
CBHS, Briarcrest, or ECS. Suddenly we were in our comfort zone as fans, and we could feel the good vibes transferring to the court. Campbell’s Ephs were courageous and
unrelenting throughout the game, and the National Championship was their reward.
Looking back at the win, Campbell could only smile,
saying, “It’s a goal that you start out with at the beginning
of the year, but for it to happen is pretty unbelievable. Next
year, our goals are the same. But instead of defending the
title, we want to attack another one.” Pleased with his
current status, but still hungry, Campbell now has the look
and swagger of a champion. For now, the trophy is safe, as
it is being handled by an Owl, and with Campbell a rising
junior and his opponent Wilson garnering another year of
eligibility, who knows what next year will bring.
Harvey Kay ’01 is a junior at the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville.
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sional circuit but will be back in the
explains, “We’ve played tennis with
spring to reassemble Vandy’s crack
each other since we were eight years
squad. Also look for Greg Sossaman
old, and we know each other’s games.
Lewie is real intense. I like to play with
’02, another up-and-coming former
him.” Fans of MUS tennis will rememMUS tennis star on the Vandy squad
ber this dynamic duo, who brought
who played as a freshman this season. But
home three State Doubles Championreturning champs Illinois aren’t graduatships in ’98, ’99, and ’00. Smith acing anyone either and will vehemently
knowledges that the same magic must
defend their title. Zach Dailey sums up
still be at work: “We picked up like it
the Commodores’ outlook: “We defiwas the good old Chattanooga days [in
nitely raised the bar this season getting so
the past, Spring Fling was hosted in
far in the national tournament. With the
MUSers Zach Dailey, Greg Sossaman, and
Chattanooga]. Playing next to Zach
same team next year, and another year of
Lewis Smith will all be playing on the
kept me really pumped up. He’s a real
experience, I look forward to playing
Vandy team next year.
fiery guy.”
those games again.”
The main question on everyone’s mind now that the
Paul Murray ’97 is a frequent contributor to MUS Today.
2003 season is in the record books is: will the magic work
He graduated from Rhodes College in 2001 with a B.A. in
next year? All indicators point to “yes.” Two of the ComMusic and is currently attending The San Francisco Conservamodores’ star players, Bobby Reynolds and Chad Harris,
tory of Music for a Masters in Vocal Performance.
will be taking the fall off to play the lower-level profes-

Tennis Star Departs
for Michigan State
and Beyond
By Paul Murray ’97

Avid fans of MUS Tennis will
truly miss Michael Flowers ’03,
who graduated this past spring, but
all wish him the best as he takes his
formidable talent to Michigan State
Michael Flowers signing
on a tennis scholarship. This is only
with Michigan State
the latest accomplishment in Flowers’ 11-year career in tennis. As young as age 12, he was
already playing No. 1 in the Davis Cup for the state of
Tennessee, a position he played again at 14 and 16. At 14,
he ranked sixth at the U.S. Indoor Junior Nationals and was
eventually ranked twenty-second in the country among
United States Tennis Association juniors under 16.
When he came to MUS in the eighth grade, he joined a
tennis team on a run for the championship. For that and the
next four seasons, the Owls brought home the state championship every spring, until MBA upset the run this past May.
Being a part of excellence for years helped Flowers to excel.
In 2002, he and Greg Sossaman ’02 were doubles champs,
and in August 2002 he and partner Joshua Raft from Pennsylvania took No. 3 at the International Hard Court
Doubles Tournament. In May ’03 he captured the TSSAA
State Singles Championship. And he was recently named a
National High School Tennis All-American, one of only
40 boys in the nation. Coach Bill Taylor reminds us that
“We’ve never had a player ranked [as high as Michael] since
1978, when we had Jimmy Brown, 16 years old, win three
national tournaments. But he dropped out after ninth grade
to play pro; he was No. 32 in the world.”
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Coach Taylor feels that next year, with his high national ranking, Flowers will likely play in Michigan State’s
top six. In the meantime, however, Michael and his doubles
partner Raft are working toward the U.S. Juniors Open
Doubles Tournament, to be held in Flushing Meadows,
New York, this fall. With momentum from his personal
success and the support of the entire MUS family, Michael
Flowers looks forward to his college experience.

Sports Shorts
Conner Townsend ’00, co-captain of the University
of Massachusetts swim team, won the 100 fly in the Atlantic 10 Conference championship, and UMass won its third
consecutive A-10 championship.
Paul McClure ’01 (circled) was named Outstanding
Player as the Generals of Washington and Lee University
won the Old Dominion Athletic Conference tennis title.

Remember When
By Rob Threlkeld ’78

KATHY PATTERSON

friends (I came to MUS from Campus School, whereas most
My oldest son, Robert, will start seventh grade at MUS this
seventh graders were PDS kids).
fall. The decision was his, made without coercion or undue presI mean, sure, there are plenty of easily recountable events
sure from me. He made his choice after touring the campus,
from my MUS days that stay on the surface and are retold at
meeting Lin Askew, eating a round dozen pastries at the Open
reunions or parties. But only recently have I replayed those signifiHouse, and sucking down a milkshake on the way home. The fact
cant years, including both wonderful and horrific memories, that
that I went to MUS had little, if any, import to the decision. I was
truly marked the beginning of my growing-up. Looking back,
so proud of him; I could never have eaten that many pastries.
seventh and eighth grade at MUS were the most influential of all
So now here I am, sitting at home, feeling like my grandfather
my years there. It was in those years that I, along with everyone
did when his 100,000 shares of Hupmobile stock met the stock
else in the Lower School, experienced the hormonal cache of rage,
market crash of 1929. My open checkbook is giving me this look
excitement, and energy that frames adolescence. Our teachers
like the one Moe gives Curly right before he crowns him with a
were more zoo-keepers than educators.
cast iron skillet. Or like when the Chickenhawk gives Foghorn
And what emotional extremes! In addition to Latin I, Bible,
Leghorn this ravenous look while a thought balloon with a juicy
and pre-algebra, we learned to be both friendly and horribly mean.
ham in it pops up over his head.
We experienced extreme embarrassment, humiliation, rejection,
I’m wondering how my fingers came to flip a tuition switch of
and emotional pain. We ran headlong into peer pressure that
such magnitude without even once consulting the senior guys in
impacted the way we acted and dressed for years following graduathe cerebellum. Then again, the guys in the cerebellum have been
tion in twelfth grade.
known to wander off into a lot of places they shouldn’t have.
Yet wrapped around those emotions was pure joy, albeit
Nevertheless, it’s a clear violation of bodily policy for the hands
unrecognizable as such. Mischievous joy gave us a way of letting
and feet to engage in anything monetary unless a slot machine is
off steam. I remember David Robinson ’78, Rollin Riggs ’78,
involved or the guys in the cerebellum have given prior approval.
Lon Lazar ’78, myself, and a few others petitioning Mr. SpringSo you may be wondering what the big deal is. I mean, its just
field to permit the establishment of a club called the Bohemian
a little tuition, it only happens once a year, it’s just an undigested
Waxwing Society. Under the guise of some made-up charitable
bit of beef, a blot of mustard, a crumb of cheese, a fragment of an
mission, we met once a week after school to fulfill the actual
underdone potato….
purpose of watching Lazar dim the lights of the Lower School by
What I haven’t told you is: 1) I have four kids, 2) I like to buy
laying a paper clip across a partially exposed light plug in the study
stuff, and 3) I have no idea how I’m going to handle this financial
carrels. A side benefit was the four-foot fireworks display that
daisy-cutter that is casting an increasingly large shadow over me as
blasted from the blackened plug. The trick was to not get caught
it hurdles toward me at terminal velocity.
by Mr. Springfield, which we never did. Getting caught meant
All of my kids require education; at least that’s what the
automatic expulsion from the club, mainly because you were also
government says. I think they’d be just fine hanging around
expelled from the school. I intend to revisit that plug one day
picking up stuff here and there from friends. But now that I’ve
soon.
gotten a snout-full and offered to buy drinks for the house,
So when I look at Robert today, I hold the look a little longer
everybody’s going to want the same thing Robert gets.
than I did last year. The path from sixth grade to seventh is well lit
All joking aside, Stephanie and I could not be more pleased
but otherwise unmarked, and
that Robert will go to MUS, and we
Stephanie and I can’t let him go
are prepared to make the necessary
without a lingering look at his face as
sacrifices to assure that all our chilit passes from youth. He’ll be venturdren have the best possible education.
ing out a little farther from the nest
We committed long ago to foster a
than he used to, eyes wide open,
loving household that, among other
drinking in new social, cultural, and
things, promotes every opportunity to
educational freedoms that will one
prepare them for college and beyond.
day be inextricably blended into his
Interestingly enough, it was not
character. If so, it should only be at a
until Robert was accepted at MUS that
place like MUS, where his radiant
I began to sift through dusty memotriumphs and coal black disappointries of my days at MUS. I remember
Rob Threlkeld is president of Orion Realty Advisments will be overlaid with truth,
the smell of the Lower School on that
ers LLC, a commercial real estate development
honor, and grace. With so much at
company in Memphis. He and his wife, Stephanie,
first day and the anxiety of being in a
have four children: (starting left) Joseph, age 4,
stake, bring on the tuition.
new place without your family or old
Anna, age 6, Thomas, age 9, and Robert, age 12.
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our gifts in honor of special friends or in memory of loved ones directly enable young
men at MUS to receive the best education available. Memorials to Memphis University
School support the Annual Fund program. Families of those whose memories are honored will be notified by an appropriate card with an acknowledgment to the donor.
We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts to the school:*

M
“It takes a noble person to plant
a tree that will one day provide
shade for those whom he may
never meet.”
— D. Elton Trueblood

You can ensure the
future of Memphis University
School, benefit generations of
students yet to come, and link
your name permanently to
MUS with a gift through an
estate plan.
The Crest & Cornerstone
Society recognizes individuals
who have ensured the future
strength of the school by
including Memphis University
School as a direct beneficiary
of a variety of estate plans,
including will provisions,
charitable remainder trusts,
and life insurance policies.
If you would like more
information on how a gift
to MUS may also provide
income for life for you or your
loved ones, result in a current
income tax deduction, and
reduce estate and capital
gains taxes, contact:
Development Office
901-260-1350
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KATHRYNE ANADELL
Peggy and Ellis Haguewood
Jean and Andy Saunders
Mr. and Mrs. S. Clay Smythe ’85
FRANK G. BARTON, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Loeb ’73
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
GENEVA BOHANNON
Perry D. Dement
Peggy and Ellis Haguewood
Jean and Andy Saunders
Mr. and Mrs. S. Clay Smythe ’85
BLAND W. CANNON
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Loeb ’73
Barham ’64, Debbie, Barham ’99,
and Beverley ’70 Ray
Nancy W. Smith, Foster Smith ’98,
Lewis Smith ’00 and Rhett Smith
Mr. and Mrs. C. Swift Treadwell, Jr. ’68
JAMES K. DOBBS, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
GAYDEN DREW
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Loeb ’73
LAWRENCE W. DUFF
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Matthews
LUTHER EDWIN ELEAZER III ’94
Sam C. Gary ’62
BILLY HARKINS
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Matthews
CHARLES H. HULL, JR. ’63
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
ELMER THOMAS HUTTON
Mr. and Mrs. Ben C. Adams, Jr. ’74
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Harkrider
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert W. Palmer III
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Wunderlich ’66
HENRY A. HUTTON, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
EMILY HULL KEESEE
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
ROSS WHITTIER LIVERMORE ’63
Mr. and Mrs. Steven C. Minkin ’65
LEIGH WINDSOR MACQUEEN
Anonymous
Kathy and Ben Adams ’74
Jill and Rick Broer
Gilvia Brown
Molly and Bubba Burr
Mr. and Mrs. James I. Burrow III ’82
Kay and Joe Clark
Anne Gilfillan Davis

*Includes gifts received April 1 – July 31, 2003

Donald D. Drinkard, Jr. ’98
Peggy and Dwight Drinkard ’66
Wayne E. Duff
FTN Financial IT Department
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel N. Graham II ’80
Michael E. Gunn
David G. Luther, Jr. ’69
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Matthews
Dr. and Mrs. J. Lawrence McRae
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Nienhuis
Mrs. William P. Percer, David Percer ’80,
John Percer ’89
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Rainer III
Barham ’64, Debbie, Barham ’99,
and Beverley ’70 Ray
Dr. and Mrs. Tod S. Singer ’80
Dr. and Mrs. Vaughn E. Stimbert
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Thompson, Jr.
Dr. Ragi Doggweiler and
Dr. J. Philip Wiygul ’71
DALE R. SCHMITT
Dr. Emily A. Baer and Mr. Dennis Baer
Sheila and Bo Bohannon
Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Bowman
Molly and Bubba Burr
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Daniel, Jr.
Perry D. Dement
Mary Nell Easum
Peggy and Ellis Haguewood
Beba Heros
Judy and Bill Hurst
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Lazarov
Kay and Jim Russell
Judy Rutledge
Joan Ryan
Jean and Andy Saunders
Mr. and Mrs. S. Clay Smythe ’85
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey
LESLIE B. SHUMAKE
Marcus J.P. MacMillan ’92
LANDON J. SMITH, JR. ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert K. Turley III ’71
ROBERT ALLEN SOSSAMAN
Nancy Smith, Lewis ’00 and Rhett Smith
MARY KATE STROUP
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey
WILLIAM L. TAYLOR
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
ALEXANDER W. WELLFORD, SR. ’30
Mr. and Mrs. R. Lee Taylor II ’59
WALTER GEORGE WUNDERLICH
Mrs. Leigh W. MacQueen
Foster ’98, Lewis ’00, and Rhett Smith
VIRGINIA HANCOCK YANCEY
Judy and Bill Hurst
Paula and Curt Schmitt

H
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WILLIAM HOLCOMBE ADAMS ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis

ANDREW EDWARD GARRETT ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis

W. LINWOOD ASKEW III
Leslie C. Daniel, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bayard Snowden ’68
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor, Jr.

P. TROWBRIDGE GILLESPIE, JR. ’65
Mrs. Charles Johnston

EMILY A. BAER
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Hanover
MATTHEW D. BAKKE
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Hanover
PRESTON TAYLOR WALES BLANKENSHIP ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis
A. ROBERT BOELTE, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Beard ’79
Jeannette H. Birge
Ruth Marion Birge
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Blessey
Candice and Marty Carr and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Felsenthal
The Ricardo J. Heros Family
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin D. Kenny ’75
Mrs. Ross M. Lynn
Marcus J. P. MacMillan ’92
Dr. and Mrs. David Earl Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bayard Snowden ’68
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Taylor II
and Edward T. Taylor III ’04
Bryn and Eric Wulf

JEFF WILLIAM GRIMM ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis
ELLIS HAGUEWOOD
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06
MARK J. HALPERIN ’67
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Hanover

CURTIS R. SCHMITT
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bayard Snowden ’68

BENJAMIN N. KASTAN ’04
Dr. Phillip Goldstein

TERRY N. SHELTON
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor, Jr.

NATHANIEL R. KASTAN ’08
Dr. Phillip Goldstein

S. CLAY SMYTHE ’85
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bayard Snowden ’68

WILLIAM D. MATTHEWS
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06

ROBERT GALLOWAY SNOWDEN II ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis

BENJAMIN K. S. MAYS ’99
Dr. and Mrs. Kit S. Mays

WILLIAM T. MAYS III ’08
Mr. and Mrs. James McClure, Jr.

CHASETON ROSS CARLISLE ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis

JAY JUSTIN MCCLURE ’81
Mr. and Mrs. James McClure, Jr.

CLAYTON C. CAPSTICK ’05
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred L. Cowles, Jr.

ORLANDO R. MCKAY
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06

GEORGE DOUGLAS EDWARDS III ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis
PHILLIP B. EIKNER ’77
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bayard Snowden ’68
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06

W. BARRY RAY
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor, Jr. ’85
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06

E. EUGENE HORNER III ’90
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Horner, Jr.

GLEN EDWARD BRYANT III ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis

DANA SCOTT DOGGRELL ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis

JAMES C. RAINER V ’05
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Rainer III

BRUCE B. RYAN ’80
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06

WILLIAM H. MAYS ’94
Dr. and Mrs. Kit S. Mays

ELLIOTT J. DENT
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06

ALEXANDER N. RAINER ’06
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Rainer III

RANDALL LAWRENCE HOLCOMB, JR. ’03
Julie, George, and Patton Ellis

THOMAS L. BROWN
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Hanover

REGINALD A. DALLE
Jeanne and Warren Wurzburg
and Brian Wurzburg ’06

H. JERRY PETERS
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Hanover
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor, Jr. ’85

OWEN B. TABOR
Mr. and Mrs. Scott D. Williams ’85
OWEN B. TABOR, JR. ’85
Mr. and Mrs. Scott D. Williams ’85
EDWARD TENNENT TAYLOR III ’04
Mr. and Mrs. John Douglas Taylor
WILLIAM L. TAYLOR
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
NORMAN S. THOMPSON, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Hanover
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor, Jr. ’85

JOHN D. OLSON
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bayard Snowden ’68

BRYN W. WULF
Beth Amos
Fran Bloodworth
Peggy Bolich
Patty Harriman
Carla Lucas
Anna Grace Quinn
Holly Ray
Gayle Rose
Lena Scheinblum
Claudia Scott
Linda Sheppard
Beth Sousoulas
Carol Stewart
Jan Wiygul

DOUGLAS LEE OWINGS, JR. ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis

KENT WUNDERLICH ’66
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Cates

GEORGE HITE MCLEAN III ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis
ALLEN RYVES MOORE ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis
WILLIAM F. MOORE, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. James Shepherd
MICHAEL NORWOOD MURPHY ’03
Julie, George and Patton Ellis
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Robert Gordon ’79 took his
love of Memphis music and of
classic blues musician Muddy
Waters and in 2002 wrote Can’t
Be Satisfied: The Life and Times of
Muddy Waters. The book contains
a wealth of information about the
life of the blues legend who
inspired numerous artists, including the Rolling Stones (who took
their name from Waters’ classic
tune “Rollin’ Stone”). Gordon
sifted through years of video and
film interviews to get a feeling for
Waters as a person, not just as a
musician. Booklist, the review
journal for the American Library
Association, reports, “Throughout, Gordon details the gritty life
reflected in Muddy’s lyrics…
rather than slings music theory,
thereby creating the least tidiedup biography of a bluesman in
ages, it seems. He makes Muddy
the musician, Muddy the man,
Muddy the parent, and Muddy
the tool of the (not so) sainted
Chess brothers come alive.”
The book has inspired a
documentary that aired nationally
on PBS, which Gordon coproduced and co-directed. He has
written several other books about
Memphis and the musical influences that have come from native
musicians, such as Elvis Presley,
B.B. King, and Rufus Thomas.
Gordon has also written and
directed other documentaries,
including “The Road to Memphis” episode of Martin Scorsese’s
seven-part PBS series on the story
of the blues. Gordon and his wife,
Tara, live in Memphis with their
two daughters.
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Stephen Phillips ’81,
who is the curator at The
Phillips Collection museum
in Washington, D.C., has
published a compilation of
photographs taken by one of
the first photojournalists to
receive national acclaim for
her work. Margaret BourkeWhite: The Photography of
Design, 1927-1936 chronicles
the early work of BourkeWhite, the first female photojournalist to gain recognition
working with Life and Fortune
magazines. Her early photography showcased striking
black-and-white depictions of
the American Machine Age,
focusing on factories, stark
metal machinery, and products such as airplane propellers and plow blades.
Phillips compiled the
book as a complement to the
Bourke-White exhibit on
display at The Phillips Collection in early 2003.
Publisher’s Weekly described
the book as a catalogue that
“gives nuance to a photographer whose work has become
difficult to see behind the
myths it helped create.” The
book has received positive
reviews from national newspapers and magazines, and
the Bourke-White exhibit was
featured on National Public
Radio’s “Morning Edition.”
Phillips currently lives in
Washington, D.C.

Newton Allen ’78
released his newest instrumental CD, Hope, in June.
The album contains 12
relaxing pieces, eight of which
are original. The four cover
pieces include “Gabriel’s
Oboe,” Sarah McLaughlan’s
“Angel,” “Here Comes the
Sun,” and Erik Satie’s
“Gymnopedie 3.” The piano,
violin, and woodwinds trio is
supplemented with cello and
some percussion. The CD’s
liner notes reveal a dedication
to Allen’s wife and three
children as well as hope for a
better world.
Physician by day, musician by night, Allen plays with
his trio, Doc Allen and the
Heartstrings, in and around
Nashville. The group played
at the Tennessee Governor’s
mansion in 2002 at the
reception for the unveiling of
the Tennessee state quarter.
They accompanied Isaac
Hayes as he sang an impromptu rendition of “Don’t
Get Around Much Anymore.”

Adam Segal ’86 details
the positive and negative
aspects of the “minying qiye”
method of Chinese industrialization in his book Digital
Dragon. For the past twenty
years, instead of supporting
individually owned firms, the
government has promoted
these minying enterprises, or
“nongovernmental enterprises,” to establish a nucleus
of high-technology firms in
China.
Segal found that the
implementations of these
governmental policies have
resulted in mixed outcomes,
which leads readers to question China’s future as a hightech leader in the 21st century. Segal’s analysis of the
Chinese system includes a
comparison of the minying
qiye system with Korea and
Taiwan’s methods of building
high-tech industries. The
book’s findings and conclusions are based on interviews
with well-respected members
of the Chinese government,
entrepreneurs, and a number
of research sources. See page
32 to find out what else Adam
Segal is up to.
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Worthington Brown lives in Chicago
but recently bought a house in the
French Quarter in New Orleans after
selling his interest in Little Palm Island
in Florida. Worth visits Memphis often
to see his mother and other family.
Susan and Claude Crawford have a
place in Hound Ears, North Carolina,
not far from Blowing Rock. Their
daughter, Cary, and her husband and
children will be spending the next several
years in China, continuing their work
with the Campus Crusade for Christ.
John Evans’ son, Marshall Evans ’89, is
teaching English literature and Bible at

Births
Lisa and Todd Slaughter ’60, twin
daughters, Signe Elizabeth and
Layla Jane, born January 30, 2003
David Spector and Bill Townsend
’78, adopted twin daughters, Ashley
Elizabeth and Jennifer Paige, born
November 30, 2002
Julie and Jeff Peters ’79, twin sons,
Caswell Gannon and Jefferson Agee,
born April 4, 2003
Anne and Andy McCarroll ’86,
an adopted daughter, Josefina
Alicia, born June 29, 2003
Kerri and Toby Sernel ’87,
a daughter, Lily Grace, born
September 9, 2002
Catherine and David Willmott ’88,
a daughter, Anne Wylly, born
July 22, 2003
Tammy and Roc Johnson ’89,
a daughter, Natalie Grace, born
March 17, 2003
Ginny and Lea Riddle ’90,
a daughter, Sarah Haskins,
born February 27, 2003
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St. Alban’s School in Washington, D.C.
Son, Sid Evans ’87 is working in New
York as editor of Field and Stream.
Jack Henard has been in the executive
search business for a number of years and
formed a new consulting firm several
years ago, where his focus has been on
the southeast. Jack has three grown sons.
Les Nicholson has retired as general
counsel for Chevy Chase Bank and has
been appointed captain of the United
States teams for the International Lawn
Tennis Club. The club sponsors matches
between many nations in various age
groups, with Les serving as the captain of
each United States team.
Kerry Patteson has retired after 22
years with the Internal Revenue Service.
He has been living in Sarasota, Florida,

Mary Anna and Dan Shell ’90,
a son, Daniel Huff Shell V, born
April 22, 2002
Valerie and Spencer Dillard ’91,
a daughter, Anabelle Tate, born
March 20, 2003
Betsy and Rhodes Scott ’91, a son,
Coker Warfield, born May 5, 2003

Marriages
Lee Powell ’79 to Bonnie Colonna
on November 29, 2002
Rob Morrow ’80 to Crista Leahy
on November 16, 2002
Sid Evans ’87 to Susan Moulton
on May 24, 2003
Byron Winsett ’86 to Estelle Gaerig
on March 22, 2003

for the past two years. He has two
grandchildren in Franklin, Tennessee.
Clyde Patton has twin grandchildren,
Carter and Sophie Patikas, born a year
and a half ago.
Charles Pugh has spent the last 18 years
as a real estate broker and leasing agent
in Little Rock. His last child is in college
at the University of Arkansas.
Lady and True Redd are living in
Uncertain, Texas, about one-half hour
from Shreveport. He describes himself as
semi-retired from advertising photography. However, he has traveled the world
recently as a speaker in the Kodak
Master’s Series, conducts photography
workshops, and runs two bed and
breakfast inns. His daughter is a novelist
who is moving to Austin, Texas, and his

Skipper Scott ’89 to Laurian Lee
on June 14, 2003
Darrell Cobbins ’91 to Mikki Bess
on April 5, 2003
Wes McCluney ’94 to Kimberly
Henney on July 19, 2003
Jeff Woods ’94 to Jennifer Ann
Purcell on May 24, 2003
Blake Bourland ’95 to Kelly
Maddux on July 5, 2003
James McGreger ’96 to Cynthia
Dixon on August 2, 2003
John Brooks ’98 to Jennie Roberts
on May 17, 2003

Deaths
William Thomas Curtis ’65
Landon J. Smith, Jr. ’71
David M. Gurley ’87
Several MUS alumni served as groomsmen
at the wedding of Wes McCluney ’94: Here
at the reception are R.P. Dempsey ’94, Brian
Boals ’94, the groom, Wes Kaupenin, Jay
Dickenson ’94, Kevin Wilson ’94, Richard
McCluney ’96, and Wade Orbke. Eric
Johnson ’94 is not pictured.
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son is in a band in Portland, Oregon.
True still comes to Memphis periodically, serving on the board of the
Memphis Chamber Music Society.
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Carol and Lanny Butler are living in
Washington, D.C. where Lanny is still
involved in real estate money management for pension funds. He is also
serving as chairman of the board of the
Shakespeare Theater, which is in the
midst of a $77 million campaign to build
a new facility. Carol and Lanny retreat
from Washington on weekends to ride
cutting horses. They have four children
— Sarah, who works for Lanny’s
company, Headley, who is finishing his
Johns Hopkins degree with a year abroad
in Bologna, Italy, and twins, Jamie and
Marcy, one who lives on Cumberland
Island, Georgia, and the other who lives
in Atlanta.
After 16 years in the real estate business
in Jackson, Mississippi, Fowler Cooper
started a second career as a marriage and
family therapist in Boone, North
Carolina. He received his second degree
at Appalachian State University in
Boone.
Dorritte and Goodloe Early have added
another granddaughter to the three they
already had.
Jack Kelly teaches in the psychology
department at Carlton University and
does research and writing on the side in
neuro-psychology, focusing primarily on
hearing research. Jack lived in England
for several years and has traveled often to
both China and Japan. His son is an
architect in New York, and his daughter
is a lawyer there. Jack and his wife, Mary
Jo, have enjoyed trips to New York to see
their children and first grandchild.
John Lawo recently formed Southern
Media Properties, Incorporated, to
acquire and own community newspapers,
the first of which is the Collierville
Independent.
Allen Malone celebrated his third
anniversary as a lawyer with Burch,
Porter & Johnson. Daughter, Kim, who
lives in New York City, is the founder of
Juice Software, Incorporated (which is
still in business). Daughter, Margaret, in
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Sandy Springs, Maryland, is the website
designer for the Friends School. Son,
Battle, is bartending at Buckley’s in
Memphis.
Bobby Metcalf is living in midtown
Memphis and occasionally retreats to
Hardy, Arkansas.
Bryan Nearn owns Mountaintop
Management Hospitality Investment
Services, which operates five hotels in
west North Carolina and east Tennessee.
Son, Andrew, is working with him at
Mountaintop. Son, Ben, works at
Morgan Keegan. Ginny and Bryan have
four grandchildren, three boys and one
girl.
Fritz Schas is running an occupational
medicine clinic in Memphis.
In addition to his work at Regions Bank,
Bill Simmons is involved with an urban
ministry at his church, teaching 40 to 80
high school students every Friday night.
Frank Smith is practicing law in
Bowling Green, Kentucky, where his son
(6 feet tall, 220 pounds) owns a Kung Fu
studio. His daughters graduated from
Auburn and Alabama.

Melanie and Lee Taylor are raising
horses, geese, and dachshunds. They
started with a couple of domestic geese,
which have been joined by flocks of wild
geese. At any given time, there are ten
dachshunds in the house. Lee’s daughter,
Sarah Pearce, has two children under two
years old in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Bill Taylor has been an allergy specialist
for a number of years. His son, Wood
Taylor ’83, works in information
technology at Hilton Hotels in Memphis. His daughter, Laura, is getting her
Ph.D. in Richmond, Virginia, in clinical
neuro-trauma psychology.
Henry Turley recently spent three
weeks in France, presumably to praise or
berate the French or to counter the tide.

’60

Met Crump
Class Representative
metcrump@crumpfirm.com

Sam Rembert is senior account executive with Zebra Marketing in Memphis.

A Rare Occasion
Recently Archie McLaren ’60 and Carissa Chapellet donated rare wines
from Archie’s collection and fine wines from Carissa’s Napa Valley winery
for a dinner for eight people that was auctioned to benefit the Santa Ynez
Valley hospital in central California. The dinner was held at the home of
Archie’s friend Rona Barrett, former Hollywood columnist. It was hosted
by Rona, Archie, Carissa, Bo Derek, and John Corbett, star of My Big Fat
Greek Wedding. Renowned chef Wolfgang Puck presented the cuisine.
The dinner sold for $20,000.
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Allen Morgan, Jr. ’60,
center, rings the opening
bell of the NYSE on July
18, 2003, to celebrate
the recent listing of the
RMK High Income Fund,
Inc. Joining him on the
podium are several of
Morgan Keegan’s top
Private Client Group
financial advisors who
are members of the
firm’s Master’s Circle.
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Wilson Barton is head of the Tennessee
Commercial Real Estate Department for
Trustmark National Bank. Wilson and
Ann’s children both live in Memphis.
Their son,Wilson III ’89, has four
children and works at Burrough Insurex,
a health care third-party administrator.
Daughter, Polly, is a staff accountant at
Harrah’s and is completing her M.B.A.
degree.
Craig Benson has practiced entertainment law in Nashville, Tennessee, since
1976, traveling often to London, Paris,
and New York. Daughter, Helen,
graduated this spring from Battleground
Academy and will attend the University
of Tennessee next year. Daughter,
Rachel, is in computer graphics at
Middle Tennessee State. Craig told us
about some superb music written and
performed by Robert Ray ’61 during the
early 1990’s.
Alan Catmur is working at Delta Asset
Management and is active in the Central
Gardens Neighborhood Association.
Frank Crump’s son, Frank, works with
him at F.M. Crump & Company and
recently married Mimsie Pettit. Daughter, Anne, lives in San Francisco, and
daughter, Marie Louise, just completed
her junior year at DePauw in Indiana.
Gary Ford is living in Memphis.

Bill Harris continues as vice president
of Allen & O’Hara, which develops
university housing all over the country.
He and Stephanie have one child in New
York and the other in Oregon.
Bob Johnson, who created the MUS
website, works from time to time with his
son, Roc ’89, whom he describes as both
a helper and a competitor in the design,
construction, and hosting of websites.
Roc recently presented his dad with a
granddaughter on Bob’s birthday — the
first girl born into the Carloss/Johnson
family in 83 years.
Michael Kelly, still practicing law in
Yellville, Arkansas, reports that daughter,
Elisa, after graduating from Washington
University, is getting her master’s in
anthropology in London. Twin daughter, Lauren, graduated from the University of Tulsa and is working for a
television station there. Twin son, Ryan,
finished at Hendrix and is doing stone
masonry work. Son, Jonathan, graduated
from Millsaps and is working for Marsh
& McLennon.
Chuck King continues to work with a
National Bank of Commerce affiliate
specializing in banking services for senior
citizens. His son, C.C. ’88, is a physician
working at the University of California
in San Diego. His daughter, Chase
Davenport, presented Chuck and
Barbara with their first grandchild
last fall.

Fred Saliba and his wife,
Catherine, live in Memphis after
his retirement from the Air
Force. Their daughter, MarieCope, is entering law school at
Ole Miss. Their daughter, Jean,
is in the marketing department
at First Tennessee Bank.
Heli and Bill Tomford live in
the Boston area where Bill
continues as a professor at
Harvard University in orthopedic surgery. Their son, Will, is
at Vanderbilt University, and
daughter, Kate, is a management consultant in New York.
The Tomfords periodically
return to their cabin in Hardy,
Arkansas.
Andrea and John Willey live
outside of Washington, D.C.,
in Poolesville, Maryland. John’s son just
finished his junior year at St. Andrews
in Delaware.
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John Pettey
Class Representative
john.pettey@morgankeegan.com

The Memphis Area Association of
Realtors has designated Mark Halperin
as one of the top 25 producers in
commercial real estate.
Reid Sanders has been elected trustee to
The Campbell Foundation.

’70

Hunter Humphreys
Class Representative
hhumphrey@glankler.com

Hunter Humphreys was recently
named a leading attorney in the area of
real estate and secured lending in the
2003-2004 Chambers USA America’s
Leading Business Lawyers. The annual
publication reports feedback from
attorney and client interviews to
determine the top attorneys and firms
in the nation. Glankler Brown, the
Memphis-based firm for whom Hunter
works, was also listed as a “leading U.S.
firm” in the area of real estate.
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Writing
Around
the World

David Yawn ’74 this summer marked
his twentieth year as a business writer
and his tenth tour of Europe. Over the
years, he has visited some 45 European cities, mostly on the continent.
Some of Yawn’s working trips have
been through his editorial capacity
with previous employer FedEx and
several others through invitational
trips by European economic development or tourism bureaus. During these
tours, he has visited and chronicled
visits to Interpol headquarters, the
Peace Palace at the Hague, chocolate
factories, the Deutsche Bundesbank
headquarters, European teambuilding
exercise sites, embassies, governmental offices, historic castles, automobile
manufacturers, and U.S. company
operations overseas. Some of the more
memorable overseas trips include a
visit to Hong Kong weeks after the
British-to-mainland transfer and a
visit to the Berlin Wall a few weeks
after it opened. Yawn more recently
has turned some of his economic
development trips into travelogue
sidebar articles.
Back in Memphis, he spends most
of his time writing employee newsletters for various clients and writing
corporate history profiles. Yawn and
his wife, Cathy, have a daughter,
Lawrence, age 11, and a son, Conner,
age 7.
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Montgomery Martin
Class Representative
mmartin@montgomerymartin.com

Kip Caffey is still in Atlanta where he is
co-head of Investment Banking at
SunTrust Robinson Humphrey by day.
The real work begins when he gets home
and tries to deal with the various
academic, athletic, and social needs of
Grace (13), Reed (12), Liz (9), and Lee
(3). Having three girls is challenge
enough, but having a three-year-old son
really keeps things lively at home.
Stu Collier has a full quiver of youngsters running about the old Loeb estate
where he lives. Must be something in the
water over there. Things should ease up
soon when he moves to the new Collier
Insurance headquarters facility on
Mendenhall designed by Reb Haizlip.
We are pleased to announce that the
National Security Council has removed
Tim Cowan from heightened alert
status.
Ask Hal Crenshaw how he has made
flying the friendly skies so easy.
Jim Harrison has been elected Executive
Director of the Knox County Tennessee
Economic Development Board. As a
successful real estate developer, he
certainly has an understanding of the
economic and demographic needs of the
city of Knoxpatch, Tennessee.
As most of you know, Wise Jones is vice
president at Regions Morgan Keegan
Trust handling the financial interests of
many. His latest-born is now over two
years old, and when not being a daddy,
Wise can be found making music all over
Memphis with The Tumblin’ Sneakers.
They played in June at the American
Cancer Society Gala and repeated last
summer’s performances at the
Collierville Town Square Summer
Concert Series.
Jim Korbel and his wife, Kathryn, live in
Jacksonville, Florida. They are enjoying
their role as grandparents to their fiveyear-old grandson and one-year-old
granddaughter.
Buck Lewis, shareholder in the Memphis office of Baker, Donelson, Bearman
& Caldwell, was elected in February to
represent the Ninth Congressional
District on the Tennessee Bar Association Board of Governors. Lewis has
served for the last two years as chair of

the Tennessee Bar Association’s Operations Committee. Lewis also has been
inducted recently as a Fellow of the
Tennessee and Memphis Bar Foundations and serves as a new director of the
Memphis Bar Foundation. These recent
appointments continue Lewis’ service to
the legal profession.
As if Bob Loeb needed more heroic
efforts, he now is the self-appointed King
of Carnival, representing the real estate
industry. It is advisable to curtsy when in
his presence in hopes of preventing a
royal tongue lashing from one so noble
as he. Advice on how to deal with his
royal heinous can be obtained from The
Forgotten Woman, Kathy.
Montgomery Martin is the general
contractor for the new headquarters
facility for Concord/EFS.
Beth and Grady McDonald have three
daughters, Leigh, Melissa, and Goodwin.
Leigh just graduated from Briarcrest and
is going to Flagler College in St.
Augustine, Florida. Grady practices real
estate law in Memphis and lives in
Hickory Withe, Tennessee, where his
wife and kids ride hunter-jumper horses
(he’ll probably be filing bankruptcy next
year). Also, he hopes Jim Harrison has
gained a bunch of weight so that he can
grab his stomach and yell obscenities.
Hutchison School enjoyed their spring
formal at Tommy Peters’ Cadre Room,
located in downtown Memphis. The
word is that it’s a great place to host a
party, and Tommy would love to rent it
out to whoever has a need.
“Studyin’ Steve Schoettle” has moved,
medical practice and all, to Heber
Springs, Arkansas. Steve, great place to
practice.
After many years on the missing alumni
list, Tom Slawson has contacted the
school. Tom lives in Jackson, Mississippi, with his wife, Linda. They have
two daughters, Angela Slawson Covelli,
26, and Polly, 16. Tom has been an
Episcopal priest since 1985. Currently,
he is Rector of St. Philip’s Episcopal
Church in Jackson.
Jim Varner is continuing to enjoy his
orthopedic practice and stays busy with
many extracurricular activities such as
fishing, new business ventures, golfing,
and community activities. He and his
beautiful wife, Suzanne, celebrated their
twenty-fifth wedding anniversary last fall.
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Close Encounter with
the President

Lee Marshall
Class Representative
lee.marshall@jordancompany.com

Wiley Robinson, a Methodist
Healthcare internal medicine specialist,
was recognized as a charter member
of the Society of Hospital Medicine.
Henry Stratton has been named the
Commercial Newcomer of the Year by
the Memphis Area Association of
Realtors.
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Mark Ruleman

Warren Barry is busy with his commercial door and hardware business but still
enjoys hunting and fishing.
Chris Humphries is a urologist in
Clear Lake near Houston, Texas.
He has focused most of his free time
toward hunting and fishing. On a recent
intercoastal outing, he limited out on
king mackerel. Chris has been dating the
same gal for four years because, “We’re
not in much of a hurry down here!”
He says hello to all and states he can
be reached at home at (281) 990-8706.
Mark Ruleman was elected to the board
of Lifeblood. He is a financial consultant
for Raymond James & Associates in
Memphis.
Jeff Upshaw and his family live in
Atlanta, where Jeff works in advertising
for BBDO South. His daughter, Jennifer,
will be starting college this fall. His son,
Jeff, plays trumpet in The Lovett
School’s Ellington Jazz Band and middie
on the Lovett lacrosse team.
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Class Representative
collie.krausnick@morgankeegan.com

Lee Powell has taken a position with
E. Roberts Alley & Associates Inc., an
environmental engineering firm based
in Brentwood, Tennessee, as a senior
project engineer for its Horn Lake office.

An MUS alumnus in the Oval Office? Well, not yet, although
Mark Graham ’75 and his family did have the unique opportunity
of meeting President George W. Bush at the White House in March,
just days before the start of the war in Iraq. Graham’s mother- and
father-in-law, Caroline and Perry Bolger of Midland, Texas, are
acquaintances of Laura and George Bush from back home, and they
contacted Mrs. Bush to say they would be in the Washington, D.C.,
area visiting their grandchildren. Within a week, the Bolgers received an invitation for a casual dinner at the White House. During
dinner, the Bushes extended their courtesy to the rest of the Bolger
family and invited them for a tour and a photo opportunity in the
Oval Office.
Pictured are Mac Graham, age 9 (Mark’s son); Jack Bolger,
age 12 (nephew); Mark Graham; President Bush; Catherine Graham
(wife); J.P. Graham, age 7 (son); Emmie Bolger, age 9 (niece);
Caroline Bolger; Perry Bolger; and Kell Graham, age 5 (son).
Graham is currently the controller with Republic Services, the
third-largest garbage collection company in the nation. He and his
family live in Fairfax, Virginia.
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Class Representative
skouterislaw@aol.com

Howard Cannon took over as head of
the wood cellulose business for Buckeye
Technologies, Incorporated.
Rob Morrow is working in San Francisco for Clarium Capital Management,
LLC.
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John Dunavant
Class Representative
jdunavant@dunavant.com

Ken Johnson and his wife, Susan,
celebrated their fifteenth wedding
anniversary on June 4. They have two
children, Kaitlin, age 10, and Cole, age 5.
They live in Collierville where he is a
certified financial planner with First
Tennessee. If that’s not enough, Ken
started his own swimming pool sales,
installation, and service business this
year. The name of the business is
Majestic Pool and Spa.
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Porter Field
Class Representative
pfeild@bpjlaw.com

Douglas Sims, co-owner of Apley,
Incorporated, is currently developing a
security company that will show companies in Memphis how to secure their
wireless networks.
Wood Taylor works in information
technology at Hilton Hotels in Memphis.
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Bob McEwan
Class Representative
robert.mcewan@morgankeegan.com

The Los Angeles Daily Journal profiled
Mark Hamer last year as trial counsel
in two of California’s top ten defense
victories of the year. He is a partner at
Gray Cary, a 450-lawyer law firm in San
Diego, California, and he specializes in
securities and antitrust class actions.

Rob Hussey

Kelly Truitt has been designated by the
Memphis Area Association of Realtors as
one of the top 25 commercial brokers for
2002.
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Alex Bruce published his second book,
The Folklore of Florida Southern College, in
March 2003; his first book, Scyld and Scef:
Expanding the Analogues, came out in July
2002. Alex is an English professor and
Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs at
Florida Southern College, Lakeland,
Florida, where he teaches courses on old
and middle English language and
literature. He and his wife, Kathryn, have
two daughters.
Tia and Richard Garner are living in
Arlington, Virginia, and are parents of
one-year-old twins, Emily and William.
Both Richard and Tia work for consulting firms.
Chris Ledes is living in Johnson City,
Tennessee, with his wife, Jill, and his
three daughters, Kyla, Sophie, and
Chloe. He is one of a five-physician
general pediatrics group. In his spare
time, Chris plays soccer and fishes and
backpacks with friends and family.
Lon Magness has been hired by Reliant
Investment Management LLC as one of
the firm’s four principals.
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Gavin Murrey
Class Representative
gavin.murrey@morgankeegan.com

Andy McCarroll
Class Agent
amccarroll@llpf.com

Paul Anderson was recently named to
the board of trustees of the Children’s
Museum of Memphis.
Sterritt Armstrong has been named the
new head of private banking in Memphis
for Bank of America.
Stewart Austin has joined the law firm
of Glankler, Brown PLLC.
Jonathan Ringel writes about constitutional law and other legal affairs issues
for American Lawyer Media in Atlanta.
Last year he returned from a two-year
stint in the company’s Washington,
D.C., office, where he covered the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Jimmy Walker and his wife, Lisa, live
in Wesley Chapel, Florida, with their
daughter, Elizabeth, and son, Jimmy.
He has been working for Coca-Cola in
Florida since 1992.
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Jonny Ballinger
Class Representative
jballinger@yplaw.com

Paul Boyle and his family’s business,
Boyle Investment Company, were
recently honored in The Commercial
Appeal for their 70 years of vision,
success, and longevity in the Memphis
real estate arena. Paul is the fourth
generation to enter the Memphis real
estate business and serves as vice
president and first executive manager.
David Gurley passed away in May 2003
at the age of 34. Many of us knew David
for most of our lives starting at PDS. He
was one of the most talented, creative,
artistic and funny guys around, and he
will definitely be missed.
Chris Joe changed law firms in May,
moving from McKool Smith to Godwin
Gruber, both in Dallas, Texas.
Mason Jones is a commercial real estate
broker living in the Denver area with his
wife, Sybil, and their two children, Ivy
and Austin.

A
Andy Rainer and his wife, Keith, are
keeping busy in Memphis with their son,
Drew, and daughter, Nell, as well as
finishing renovations on their home.
Andy works in multi-family real estate
investment and management for Alco
Management.
John Russell and his wife, Beverly,
welcomed the arrival of their son, John
Daniel, in November 2002. Daniel joins
older sister, Lilly. John is a partner with
Lawrence-Russell in Memphis focusing
on employment and employee benefits
law.
Toby Sernel, his wife, Kerri, and their
daughter, Lily, have been living in Little
Rock, Arkansas, for the past two years
where he teaches young USAF pilots
how to fly C-130 transport aircraft. In
April, he was deployed to the Middle
East to support two wars and has been
there ever since.
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Gary Wunderlich
Class Representative
gwunder@wundernet.com
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Scott McArtor was recently promoted
at CB Richard Ellis to Global Head–
Investor Services to run all capital
markets activities in the United States,
Europe, and Asia. Scott and his family
continue to live in Los Angeles and love
every minute of it.
Chris Sullivan recently moved back to
Denver from Chicago in order to
continue his pursuit of snowboarding
gold at the next Winter Olympics in
Turin, Italy. Chris, retired from the Pro
Snowboarding circuit for three years, has
petitioned the Olympic Competition
Committee for re-instatement of his
amateur status. He has been in training
this past year and will be ready to ride in
2004.
David Wilmott is working for Lehman
Brothers in New York City. He had a
great time visiting with alumni at the
MUS New York reception in February.

’89

Jason Fair
Class Representative
jason.fair@ubspainewebber.com

Jon Van Hoozer

Pat Hopper

Class Agent
jvanhoozer@finfedmem.com

Class Agent
patrick.hopper@fedex.com

David Buchalter is chief resident in
orthopedic surgery at the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center. He and wife,
Allison, have a son, Zachary Samson,
born on August 29, 2002.
Howard Cleveland is a senior associate
with Kiesewetter Wise in Memphis,
where he trains and represents employers
in all aspects of employment law, labor
relations, and business-related immigration.
Dabney Collier of Collier Insurance, an
independent insurance agency, was
honored by MetLife Auto and Home for
excellence in sales.
Frank Colvett has been named president
of the 2003 board of directors for the
Phoenix Club.
C.C. King is a physician working at the
University of California in San Diego.

Marshall Evans is at St. Alban’s School
in Washington, D.C., where he teaches
English literature and Bible.
Christopher Hughey now lives in
Chicago where he is a senior consultant
in supply chain management with
Plan4Demand Consulting Services, Inc.
Roc Johnson, a principal at Johnson
Graber LLC, has just redesigned the
Memphis in May International Festival’s
website. Roc felt that having grown up
with Memphis in May provided motivation for him and his partner to come up
with their best work for this Memphis
rite of passage.
Scotty Maddox has made some recent
life changes. After getting an M.S. in
Environmental Science and Engineering
from UNC-Chapel Hill and eight years
in the professional work environment, he
is leaving the corporate world to follow a
passion. Scotty has accepted a position as
a managing director in the Highland
Football Club, a not-for-profit classic

level soccer organization in his adopted
hometown of Asheville, North Carolina.
In addition to his administrative and
managerial duties at the club, he will also
coach a team and will be an assistant
coach with the men’s team at Brevard
College in the fall. His end goal is to
coach a college program and work at
some level within the US Olympic
Development Program.
PJ McGhee is currently information
technology manager for the Memphis
Redbirds. He and Annmarie have two
daughters, Libbyclaire and Ellie.
Spence Medford is currently director
of development for the University of
Illinois, Chicago campus. He has been
re-elected to the post of vice president
of development of the board of directors
at Literacy Chicago, the largest adult
literacy program in the Chicago area.
Todd Photopulos has been named vice
president of membership on the 2003
board of directors of the Phoenix Club.
Skipper Scott married Laurian Lee in
Big Sur, California. His older brother,
Scotty Scott ’83, performed the
ceremony (after being deputized by the
state of California). They were married
at a friend’s house on a cliff overlooking
the Pacific Ocean at dusk. It was a
spectacular weekend that included many
former Buzzards: Rhodes Scott ’91,
Scott Sherman ’89, Pat Hopper ’89,
Caldwell Calame ’89, Will Hughes
’89, John Minor ’89, and Biggs Powell
’90. For their honeymoon, the couple
headed south to Mexico on the Caribbean, relaxing and taking care of
business. They live in Phoenix, Arizona,
where Skipper has his own business.

’90

Andrew Sutherland
Class Representative
andrew.Sutherland@morgankeegan.com

Patrick Burnett has been selected for
the board of directors of MPACT
Memphis for 2003.
Lea Riddle graduated with an M.B.A.
from Wake Forest University in May
2002. He is working in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina, as a commercial banker
for Branch Banking and Trust.
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’91

Brett Grinder
Class Representative
bgrinder@grindertaber.com

Darrell Cobbins
Class Agent
dcobbins@commercialtennessee.com

Chris Charbonneau has left Enron
behind (he says it wasn’t his fault) and
has begun a career as a stockbroker in
Texas.
When Mikki and Darrrell Cobbins
were married in April, several fellow
MUS alumni and old-school administrators were in attendance, including Ryan
Ehrhart, Ellis Haguewood, Shannon
Rhodes ’90, Patrick Burnett ’90, and
Marc MacMillan ’92. In addition to
recently being named to the board of
trustees for Bridges, Incorporated, he
was also named to the board of Memphis
Academy of Health Sciences, one of
Memphis’ new charter schools.
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Lee Dickinson has been busy, graduating from Vanderbilt Law School on May
9, accepting an offer at Dinsmore &
Shohl in Nashville, and preparing for the
bar exam. Before graduating, Lee was
elected to the Vanderbilt University Law
School Alumni Board for the 2003-04
term and was chairman of his Class Gift
Committee, helping raise a schoolrecord $111,450 in pledges from
classmates, fully endowing a stipend to
benefit students who choose careers in
legal aid work.
Valerie and Spencer Dillard are living
in Reston, Virginia, in the D.C. area,
where Spencer is working at netDecide,
an investment company in D.C.
Rey Flemings is the new president and
CEO of the Memphis and Shelby
County Music Commission.
Brett Grinder is slaving away at
Grinder, Taber & Grinder building the
Lexus Dealership for Bryan Smith and
offices for Josh Poag at Poag &

Chris Schultz moved from New York
City, where he wrote for various
magazines and newspapers, to Oxford,
Mississippi, a year ago August. He has
put his Naval supply officer training of
expediting cargo, buying Snickers bars,
and supervising laundry operations to
good use by starting Lazy Laundry, a
laundry and dry-cleaning pickup and
delivery service for Ole Miss students
and Oxford residents (www.lazylaundry.
com). Come and visit, he says, and bring
your dirty clothes.
Bryan Smith is looking forward to
moving the family business, Lexus of
Memphis, closer to MUS at the new
dealership that he is developing with his
father on Ridgeway Road.
Julie and Tal Vickers report that their
children, Sims, Dobbson, and Sara Sage,
are keeping them busy in Mobile,
Alabama, where Tal is the president of
Springhill Automotive, which includes
Springhill Toyota and Lexus of Mobile.
David Waddell has been named 2003
treasurer of MPACT Memphis.

’92

Brandon Westbrook
Class Representative
blw@coastalsecurities.com

Preston Miller
Class Agent
mil1170@bellsouth.net

Billy Hawkins is an attorney with
Dechert LLP in Washington, D.C.,
where he practices in the regulation of
investment companies.
Mark Parker, Trevor Benitone ’91, Tal Vickers ’91, Bryan Smith ’91, Will Deupree ’91,
Rhodes Scott ’91, and Ellis Haddad ’91 had a miniature class reunion
in Destin this summer at the home of Johnny Dobbs ’62.

Darrell Cobbins and Will Deupree
have been selected for the 2003 board
of directors of MPACT Memphis.
Alison and Jeff Coons are living in
Memphis, where Jeff is an associate with
the law firm of Pietrangelo Cook PLC.
They have a two-year-old daughter,
Emma.
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McEwen. He also needs your e-mail
address for the class notices. Please email him at bgrinder@grindertaber.com.
Josh Poag tried to stick by his rule that
he wouldn’t get married until he was 30
but couldn’t resist the charm of Amy
Rolfes. They took an extended honeymoon and are back to work in Memphis,
hosting the MUS and Hutchison young
alumni event downtown last spring.

’93

Gil Uhlhorn
Class Representative
guhlhorn@glankler.com

Thomas Quinlen
Class Agent
quniletc@yahoo.com

Matt Duke has been promoted to senior
air operations safety specialist at FedEx.
He continues to be a part-time flight
instructor in Olive Branch, Mississippi.
He and his wife, Misty, traveled to Spain
for two weeks this summer.

A
Steven Campbell ’00, batter;
J.P. Zdancewicz, catcher

MUS BASEBALL ALUMNI
returned to Thorn Field on Saturday, July
26, for the 2003 Alumni baseball game.
The day featured 20 total hits and extra
innings before the Diamond Owls were
able to come away with the 5-3 win.
Prior to the game starting, alumni
were greeted with a t-shirt and the opportunity to take batting practice on Thorn
Field. For most of the alumni, it was their
first time to see the new dugouts installed
this spring. Also, it provided them with the
opportunity to get a glimpse of next year’s
squad and allowed the 2004 Owls to meet
those who have been a part of MUS Baseball. “Our players understand the importance of our baseball alumni, and it’s a treat
for them to get see those individuals who
make up MUS Baseball,” shared fourthyear head coach and alum Marc
MacMillan ’92.
“The interest shown today really made
for a fun and exciting afternoon,” said
Coach MacMillan. “With approximately 20
former players participating and the support of our baseball family, it was another
great day for MUS Baseball.”
In the game, the Diamond Owls
scored one run in the top of the first after
Max Prokell reached on a base on balls,
followed by a single from William Stout
and a sacrifice fly by Rob Park to score
Prokell. The Alumni were held scoreless
the first two innings despite totaling four
hits. In the bottom of the third, Kennon
Vaughan ’96 got things started for the
Alumni with a one-out walk, followed by
an rbi double from Dede Malmo ’85 tying
the score at 1-1. The Alumni did have a
couple of scoring opportunities throughout
the first three innings, but two key pick-
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ALUMNI UP TO BAT
offs prevented further
damage.
The Owls were
able to answer in the
top of the fourth as
Brent Phillips got on
base with a single to
center followed by a
walk to Kyle Vogel.
After two stolen bases by
Phillips, Rich Bollinger hit an rbi
single to right to put the Diamond Owls
up 2-1. With runners on second and third,
JP Zdancewicz scored Vogel with a hard
groundout to shortstop to give the Diamond Owls a 3-1 lead.
With Donnie Malmo holding the
Alumni at bay in the bottom of the fourth,
and Will Askew ’97 doing the same for
the Alumni in the top of the fifth, Joe
Woodward ’00 got the Alumni back on
track in the bottom of the fifth with a leadoff home run to cut the Diamond Owls
lead to 3-2. Askew again held the Diamond Owls scoreless in the top of the
sixth, but Prokell was able to keep the
Alumni bats quiet by enticing three fly
outs. However, in the bottom of the
seventh, Steve Kramer ’95 led off with a
single to right center. After courtesy
runner David Spence ’97 stole second,
Woodward advanced Spence to third with
a groundout to second. With a runner on
third and one out, Pat Hopper ’89 hit an
rbi single to left to tie the game at 3-3.
After a Diamond Owl error, the Alumni
ran themselves out of the inning on a
controversial strike three and throw out
at third to end the inning at 3-3.
In the top of the
eighth, the Diamond
Owls were able to
get the bats going
again as Michael
Haas led the
inning off with a
single followed
by an Alumni
error. With
runners on first
and second, Vogel
laid down a sacrifice

bunt advancing Haas and Phillips to
second and third. Bollinger then followed
with his third hit of the game and second
rbi to put the Diamond Owls up by a
score of 4-3. After a base on balls to JP
Zdancewicz, Matt Doss hit an infield
single scoring Phillips and giving the
Diamond Owls a much-needed insurance
run. In the bottom of the eighth, Prokell
was able to work his way out of a possible
jam after a lead-off walk to Preston
Miller ’92 by enticing a 6-4-3 double
play. However, with two outs and their
backs to the wall, the Alumni were able to
bring the winning run to the plate as
Spence singled and Vaughan drew a base
on balls. However, Prokell was able to
pick up the win with a strikeout to give
the Diamond Owls a 5-3 win.
“Last year was a tie game, and this
year an extra inning affair. It sounds like a
rivalry in the making. In all seriousness, it
was another great game, and I appreciate
these alums taking the time to come out
here and share an afternoon with our
players,” said Coach MacMillan.
Those alumni participating were
Askew, Trey Brown ’97, Steven
Campbell ’00, Matt Evans ’95,
Chuck Hamlett ’92, Hopper, Kramer,
Jake Lawhead ’95, Malmo, Miller, Ben
Park ’97, Spence, Will Thompson ’95,
John Van Hoozer ’88, Rush
Waller ’79, Woodward, Vaughan,
and Chris Yarbro ‘93.

Michael Haas, runner; Will Thompson ’95, first baseman
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Van Menard has just completed an
M.B.A. at Duke University. He is on his
way back to New York to work for
Lehman Brothers.
Sam Rembert left Disney on Ice back in
February to start touring with the
Andrew Lloyd Webber Broadway
musical Starlight Express as a lighting
technician.
Gil Uhlhorn is 2003 president of
MPACT Memphis.

’94

Kirby May
Class Representative
kirbymay@hotmail.com

Jason Whitmore
Class Agent
jason.whitmore@hotmail.com

Jeffrey Block graduated in May with an
M.B.A. from Columbia Business School.
He and his wife, Christina, moved back
to Memphis this summer. He works for
Ideal Chemical & Supply Company.
Justin Kaplan recently joined the staff
of Running Pony Productions.
Coy Miller graduated from Mercer
University School of Medicine in Macon,
Georgia, this past May. He began his
residency in pediatrics at Wake Forest in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, in July.
Wayne Mink and his wife, Jennifer, are
living in Virginia Beach. Wayne passed
the Virginia Bar and is working at
Faggert & Frieden, P.C., focusing on
real estate and corporate law. Jennifer
is a pediatric resident at the Children’s
Hospital of the King’s Daughters.
Eric Wooten has been selected to
participate in the Japan Exchange and
Teaching Program. Eric graduated from
Mississippi State University in 1999.
He is one of approximately 1,700 finalists
from the United States that will spend
one year as an assistant language teacher
in Mugi Town, Gifu, teaching English
or engaging in international exchange
activities at local government offices.
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Jeff Murray
Class Representative
jeffmurrayjr@yahoo.com

Clark Burrow has recently completed
his first year of law school at Mississippi
College in Jackson.
John Moses graduated in May from the
University of Mississippi School of Law.
Charlie Phelps works on Capitol Hill
as a legislative correspondent for Senator
Lamar Alexander. He earned a law
degree from Georgetown University
in 2002.
James Zanella is currently deployed in
Baghdad with the 1st Armored Division.
He is in charge of hiring and training a
new Iraqi security force. He will return
from Iraq in December 2003 when he
will report to Fort Benning, Georgia.

’96

Robert Dow
Class Representative
mail@robertdow.com

’97

Trey Jones
Class Representative
whjones@olemiss.com

Walter Chun was awarded a postgraduate scholarship, the Cooper Tire/Pac-10
Leadership Award, by the University of
California at Berkeley for being a former
golfer and current volunteer coach. It is
awarded to one male and one female
student-athlete each year in the PAC-10
Conference to recognize student-athletes
who have served on their institutional
Student-Athlete Advisory Committees
and demonstrated leadership.
Ben Park is studying law at Florida State
University.
Michael Thompson is now director of
sports and entertainment marketing for
Thompson & Company in Memphis.

’98

Don Drinkard
Class Representative
ddrinkard@cbre.com

Kennon Vaughan

Erick Clifford

Class Agent
kav3122@hotmail.com

Class Agent
erick_clifford@rhco.com

Oscar Atkinson is enjoying Atlanta
(with the likes of “Buckhead Ted”
Bailey and Erick Clifford ’98), where
he works for Federal Express.
Tom Burnett is in his first year of a
Ph.D. program in the history of science
at the University of California, Berkeley.
Jon Daly was recognized at the University of Mississippi Law School’s spring
Awards Day ceremony for participation
in moot court competition. He received
a Duberstein Bankruptcy Moot Court
Team Award for competing in the
national event at St. John’s University in
New York. His trip was funded by the
Mississippi Bankruptcy Conference Inc.
Jon graduated in May from Ole Miss.
Richie Hoffman has moved to Mill
Valley, California.
Brian Ricketts is living in San Antonio,
Texas, where he works for the San
Antonio Spurs.

Following his graduation from Amherst
College in 2002, Jonathan Hassid
moved to New York. He completed a
tremendously boring, year-long stint
as a corporate paralegal. In the fall,
he is moving west to go back to school.
He plans to pursue his Ph.D. for the
next five to seven years in the Political
Science Department of the University
of California, Berkeley, studying
Chinese politics.
Hunter Humphreys, Rob Humphreys,
and Robbie Shappley have just finished
their first year at University of Memphis
Law School.
Jason Lewin is a financial analyst at
International Paper.

A
Jonathan Limbaugh graduated from the
University of Memphis in May 2003 with
a B.S. in Civil Engineering. He was
notified in December 2002 by the
Tennessee Board of Architects and
Engineers that he passed the required
test and became certified as an engineer
intern. He accepted a position with PSI
in Memphis as a staff consultant, EIT,
in their construction services.
Richard Moore recently returned from
Australia where he supported the
marketing department of Federal
Express.
Vinod Paidipalli and Erick Clifford
support Kip Kaffey ’73 in the Investment Banking Department of Sun Trust
Robinson Humphrey in Atlanta,
Georgia.
George Pettey is in New York City
where he works for Neuberger Berman
in the asset management department.
King Rogers has recently returned from
a lengthy stay in Australia.
Harley Steffens is heading to the Cecil
C. Humphreys School of Law at the
University of Memphis this fall.
Hunter Witherington is living in Little
Rock, Arkansas, where he works in the
Investment Banking Department of The
Stephens Company.

’99

Chip Campbell
Class Representative
campbell@wlu.edu

Norfleet Thompson
Class Agent
norfleet.b.thompson@vanderbilt.edu

Chris Aycock has finished both his B.S.
in computer science and his M.S. in
computer science and engineering from
Penn State in December 2002. While he
has not decided where he will be starting
his doctorate yet, he has been accepted at
Oxford.
Frazier Baker graduated in May from
Centre College.
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Neal Weinrich graduated this May from
Tulane University, finishing with a B.A.
in both religious studies and history. He
has received a full tuition merit scholarship to Emory Law School.

’00

Jeff Morgan
Class Representative
j.m.morgan@vanderbilt.edu

Michael Liverance
Class Agent
liveram@clemson.edu

At the Ravinia Festival in Chicago last
year, Beau Davidson (above) played a
small part in the musical “A Little Night
Music” starring George Hearn and Patti
LuPone (pictured with Davidson).
He also took a master class with Hearn.
Since graduating from Northwestern in
May, Davidson has moved to New York
City. He plans to take off a year and then
start law school.
William Gates is working on a double
major at Ole Miss in international studies
and managerial finance.
Will Johnson has several job prospects
after graduating from Amherst in the
spring, including working in the Amherst
Admissions Office, working in the Dean
of Students Office as a member of the
Residential Life Staff, or possibly even
teaching high school some place.
Robin Smith graduated summa cum laude
from Vanderbilt University in May 2003,
with a B.A. in political science and
economics. He finished as salutatorian in
the College of Arts and Science out of a
class of about 800. Along the way, he
picked up the Alexander Heard Award
for best political science major and the
Avery Leiserson Award for best political
science paper written by an undergraduate. He will return to Nashville in the fall
to begin studies at Vanderbilt Law
School, where he has received the John
W. Wade Scholarship, covering full
tuition and including a $5000 annual
stipend.

Oscar Carr worked this summer in
Washington, D.C., as an Eisenhower
intern for the Republican National
Committee.

Andrew McConomy (on the right)
attended Marine Corps Officers Candidate School for ten weeks this summer
at Quantico, VA, where he ran into his
former MUS wrestling trainer, David
Ferebee. Coach Ferebee recently joined
the staff at Quantico Marine Base as a
trainer for the OCS program.
McConomy was surprised to see him at
breakfast one weekend – small world!
McConomy is a senior at Wake Forest
University, majoring in Spanish and
politics. Upon graduation next spring,
he will be commissioned as Second
Lieutenant in the Marine Corps.
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Make Plans
to Attend
the

Young Alumni

Holiday
Brunch
For Classes 2000-2003
December 17, 2003
11:30 a.m.
MUS Dining Hall
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Eric Osborne was awarded a fellowship
for people considering the ministry from
the Fund for Theological Education. For
the summer he was selected as part of the
United Leaders Institute for Political
Service program in Washington, D.C.
It is one of the premier fellowship
programs in Washington. There are only
twelve fellows named out of the 750
applications. Eric chose from over 100
organizations to do two four-week
internships. Additionally, all twelve
fellows met weekly with top D.C. leaders
for dinner.
Avery Reaves has been elected vice
president for academic affairs of the
student government at Duke University.
John Rodney has received the highest
honor which the University of Virginia
awards an undergraduate, the GrayCarrington Award. The scholarship,
based on personal integrity, achievement,
leadership, and humility, is given to three
student leaders who give of themselves in
ways that benefit all members of the
academic community. The candidate
must display distinction and a broad
sphere of influence in the areas in which

Gray and Carrington excelled: academics
and extracurricular activities. It is also
hoped that candidates exhibit an interest
in the University’s athletic programs.
Whit Tenent earned Dean’s List honors
for the 2002 fall semester at Lynchburg
College, a private college in central
Virginia enrolling 2,100 students in the
professional, liberal arts and sciences,
and graduate studies. He was inducted
into the English honor society, Sigma
Tau Delta, and into the Alpha Beta
Upsilon chapter of Phi Alpha Theta
national history honor society. Whit will
be a senior history and English major at
Lynchburg.

’01

Harrison Ford
Class Representative
hford@mail.smu.edu

Daniel McDonell
Class Agent
d-mcdonell@northwestern.edu

Bill Mueller has just completed a
National Leadership Outdoor semester
through Ole Miss.

Weekend with the Carters
Robert Rogers ’04 and his father had the opportunity to spend a weekend with Jimmy Carter for the
annual meeting of The Carter Center in Atlanta,
Georgia. The center’s mission is to combat human
suffering, advocate human rights, promote decency,
establish peace resolutions, and provide health care to
impoverished people. Highlights for Rogers included
several private discussions with former President
Carter, including one about Tolstoy’s novel War and
Peace which Carter enjoys and Rogers had recently
Rogers and Carter on the train to visit the former
read in Terry Shelton’s English class; a visit to Plains,
President’s boyhood home
Georgia, where the group toured the President’s old
high school and boyhood home and attended church and a Sunday School class taught by Carter; and presentations
from foreign ministers, professors, and doctors on topics ranging from diseases such as Guinea worm disease, River
blindness, and glaucoma which plague Africa and China, to the plight of African farmers, free elections in China, and
mental health issues advocated by Rosalynn Carter.

Rogers is attending St. Andrews in Delaware this fall.
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Viewpoint
By Alex Thompson

S. Alexander Thompson
III was elected to the
MUS Board of Trustees
in 1996. He is Chairman
of the Endowment
Committee, is a founding
member of the Thorn
Society, was on the Task
Force for the Doors to
New Opportunities
Capital Campaign,
and has been an active
phonathon volunteer.
He graduated from
Vanderbilt University
in 1973 with a B.A. in
philosophy and played
both varsity basketball
and varsity baseball at
Vanderbilt. Alex is senior
vice-president and
treasurer of Summit
Asset Management, LLC,
serves on the Board of
Trustees at Presbyterian
Day School, and is an
Elder at Second Presbyterian Church. He and his
wife, Frances Norfleet
Thompson (who
graduated from
Hutchison School
in 1969 and from
Vanderbilt in 1973,)
are parents of three boys.
Son A ’98 graduated
from Furman University
in 2002 and is an
Investment Banking
Analyst at Wachovia
Securities in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Norfleet
’99 graduated from
Vanderbilt in 2003
and will work at the
Church Health Center
this coming year. Tread
’01 is a junior at
Vanderbilt University.

Each year for the past 40, years approximately 10,000 Memphians were born. Close
to 100 of each year’s crop of 10,000 are destined to graduate from MUS. This one percent of the population has a hugely disproportionate effect on the leadership of our city.
Surely they must. For they have been given an education second to none — and not just
in language, logic, and rhetoric. As Coach Peters would say, “An MUS education is not
just academics or athletics. It’s the total experience.”
I view that “total experience” from a variety of perspectives. Let me boil them down
to three. First, I think about the results of that experience on those closest to me. Yes,
with three sons born within three and a half years of each other, Frances and I had close
to a “total experience” ourselves. Each boy was unique. We can say, without qualification, that each was challenged and grew from their years at MUS. Add to them first
cousins, nephews, numerous friends, and even my business partner. They are all productive citizens — and each loved and still loves MUS.
Second, partially by heredity, I’ve pondered the school’s Christian tradition. As a
young boy, I listened to the school’s spiritual founder, Dr. A.W. Dick, preach at Second
Presbyterian Church. My mother was a Bible teacher at Second and later PDS. I was in
Sunday School with scores of PDS and MUS students. Colonel Lynn was a weekly presence in the halls of the church. I lived week to week near those involved in the MUS
experience, but I did not see the connection between their experience and the Christian
tradition of the school.
Dr. Harkins’ MUS history [The Century Book] provides a fascinating section detailing
the founding of the school by Dr. Dick, Colonel Lynn, and Alex Wellford. In order to
gain broader support in the community, the school was to be Christian but non-sectarian. It was to be in the Protestant, not Catholic tradition (we already had great Catholic
schools in Memphis). It was to require courses covering the whole Bible, both Old and
New Testaments. Considering those course requirements, I think I now understand the
importance of the MUS Christian tradition.
From my viewpoint, you only get six chapters into Genesis before reading that man
is “inclined to evil” (Gen. 6:5). You go one book farther and the moral code, precising
the definition of moral behavior, is laid out in Exodus 20. When you presuppose (as our
school founders did) that this moral code is not based on human convention, but is
handed down directly from an eternal Law-Giver, you have reached bedrock. This has
enormous implications for education and life that are easy to overlook.
At MUS, besides the Bible curriculum, the most consistent application of those
implications is the school’s unwavering commitment to the Honor Code. MUS students,
growing from boys to young men, achieve in an atmosphere built on bedrock. They may
not see the connection now, but when they reach my age, they will surely ponder it.
They will see that trust and integrity reign supreme and that their absence produces
Enrons and Worldcoms. They will appreciate the reason for our whole system of constraints based on checks and balances.
Last, I view the MUS experience from my wonderful public school experience at
White Station. I was part of the other 9,900. We did fine. But the competition from
MUS and other private schools helped us do better. It is absolutely essential that we
neither neglect our public schools nor fail to support our private schools. Gentlemanly
competition promotes the common welfare. Competition is an important constraint in
our system of checks and balances. New Hope Christian Academy is a shining, recent
example of gentlemanly competition in our inner city. Need I say it, there you will find
several MUS alumni following in the footsteps of Wellford, Lynn, and Dick –- building
on bedrock. For me, that’s the best perspective of all.

Oh, what a day! Exhibiting graduation relief are (top row) Trae Bryant, Preston Blankenship, Georgette, Austin, and Rick Carpenter, Mauricio Rapalo
and his sister, Elizabeth; (middle row) Steed Carson, Chase Carlisle, Randall Holcomb, Bob Boelte, Gray Sain, Steed Carson, Nathan Haynes;
(bottom row) Nancy Gates, Owen Brafford, Carmen Carson, Bernard Sherrod, Wren Holcomb, Andrew Glenn, Chris Beck,
and Jesse Huseth. Graduation photography by Kathy Patterson. See more highlights starting on page 8.
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